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We appreciate the opportunity to respond to your questions regarding the operations of the
Vermont Regional Center ("VRC"). Before addressing your specific questions, we thought it
would be helpful to provide a general overview of the VRC's structure and operations. The VRC
was granted regional center status by USCIS in 1997 and is owned and operated by the State of
Vermont and funded through a direct appropriation from the Vermont Legislature and fees paid
to the VRC by EB-5 projects.

The VRC resides within the Vermont Agency of Commerce and Community Development
("ACCD"), with its Secretary, Patricia Moulton, serving as the principal representative of the
Center. ACCD is the state agency charged with coordinating, overseeing and promoting
economic development in Vermont. In December 2014, the VRC involved the Vermont
Department of Financial Regulation ("Department" or "DFR") to share in the administration of
the VRC and to provide enhanced oversight and monitoring of EB-5 projects. As Vermont's
financial regulator, DFR oversees the insurance, captive insurance, state banking and securities
industries within the state, including the registration and examination of individuals operating
within these industries. It has regulatory powers and investigates violations in these industries
and brings enforcement actions when appropriate.

It is important to note that the VRC is an "umbrella" regional center that hosts EB-5 projects
rather than undertaking development of such projects directly. Accordingly, the VRC provides
the regional center infrastructure to approved private developers who then independently raise
the EB-5 capital and undertake individual projects. The VRC enters into a Memorandum of
Understanding ("MOU") with each EB-5 project that outlines the project's responsibilities and
obligations. A copy of the current MOU is attached as Exhibit A. The VRC oversees and
monitors the private developers while they engage in their project activities.

Coordination between ACCD and DFR

ACCD and DFR currently share in the operation of the VRC. ACCD generally markets the VRC
and its hosted projects, makes all filings with USCIS, conducts initial due diligence of
prospective projects including review of economic analyses and business plans, vetting the
principals of the project and assisting in identifying and evaluating proposed sources of capital.
DFR reviews and approves a prospective project's offering documents, legal structure and
investment terms and oversees compliance with the offering documents through quarterly reports
and examinations. Over time, the VRC on its own initiative enhanced the oversight provisions
of the model MOU that USCIS had supplied and required. One significant addition, among
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others, for project approvals after 2014, was the requirement for the EB-5 project to provide
annual, audited financial statements to the VRC.

The Arrangement between the VRC and its Proiects

As an umbrella regional center, the VRC does not directly handle or manage any EB-5 investor
dollars. Instead, such funds are transferred directly from the investors to the applicable EB-5
project hosted by the VRC.

The VRC does not file or assist in filing I-526 or I-829 petitions. This is exclusively done by the
investors with information provided directly from the respective projects. As part of its oversight
and monitoring, the VRC receives information from the EB-5 projects on the status of investors'
USCIS petitions.

The budget for the VRC is part of the ACCD budget, which is approved annually by the
Vermont Legislature as part of the overall State operating budget.

VRC Marketine

The VRC generally markets the EB-5 program as a financing alternative in Vermont and
identifies all VRC EB-5 projects that are actively raising money on its website, at industry events
and to inquiring prospective investors. However, the VRC does not market or promote individual
projects, but rather the VRC and the EB-5 program generally.

A prospective investor that contacts the VRC directly is provided information on all active
projects associated with the VRC that are raising money (see the ACCD website at:
http:l/accd.vermont.gov/business/relocate_expand/eb5). The VRC staff makes clear that the
investor must conduct its own due diligence to determine which VRC EB-5 project best suits its
immigration and investment needs. When the investor has determined which project he/she
wishes to invest in, the investor corresponds with that project. As the host regional center, the
VRC is not the recipient of EB-5 investment dollars nor does it have direct contact with EB-5
investors once they have chosen in which vRC project they wish to invest.

Completed Proiects: To date, the VRC has partnered with fifteen EB-5 projects in Vermont.
USCIS has requested information on nine of these projects (the eight limited partnerships related
to Jay Peak and the Seldon Technologies project) which will be discussed more fully in the
responses. Of the six remaining projects, two have already been successfully completed, both
creating the required jobs for their investors to obtain permanent residency.

o Sugarbush Resort (Summit Ventures) in Warren, Vermont was a'odistressed business"
project which began raising EB-5 capital in January 2007. The project was successful in
attracting 40 EB-5 investors raising $20 million in investment as part of a $100 million
project to build a new hotel, three new base lodges and expand snowmaking at the
Sugarbush Mountain Resort. The project broke ground in2009 and construction was
completed after several phases in20l3. The hotel and resort continue to operate
successfully. All but one investor has had their I-829 applications approved.

Country Home Products in Vergennes, Vermont was a oodistressed business" that
manufactures various agriculture and forest products for home and commercial use. The
company was successful in attracting 23 EB-5 investors to do a manufacturing plant and
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equipment upgrades as well as engineering and manufacturing to improve product lines.
The project retained jobs at the manufacturing facility in Vermont, which is still in
operation. All23 investors have filed their I-829 applications. Sixteen applications have
been approved and the remaining seven applications are pending adjudication.

Notwithstanding the allegations pending with respect to the Jay Peak projects, it is important to
understand that most of the Jay Peak projects have been completed and are in commercial
operation. There are five completed Jay Peak related projects. They include:

a

a

Phase I (Jay Peak Hotel Suites LP): This project involved the sale of 35 limited
partnership interests in the Jay Peak Hotel Suites L.P. ("Phase I"). The total offering
amount for the project was $17.5 million. Pursuant to the Phase I PPM, the limited
partnership would acquire land from Jay Peak, Inc. comprising approximately.48 acres
and construct a six-floor building comprising: (1) a new hotel containing a mix of 57 one,
two and three bedroom hotel suites owned by the Phase I limited partnership; and(2) a
commercial unit and a service unit to provide guest services, food and beverage and
recreation facilities owned by Jay Peak, Inc.
Phase II (Jay Peak Hotel Suites Phase II LP): This project involved the sale of 150
limited partnership interests in the Jay Peak Hotel Suites Phase II L.P. ("Phase II"). The
total offering amount for the project was $75 million. Pursuant to the Phase II PPM, the
limited partnership used the investors' funds to construct the hotel project (the "Hotel
Project") and the ancillary projects (the "Ancillary Projects"). Pursuant to the Hotel
Project, the limited partnership would acquire land from Jay Peak, Inc. and construct a
multi-story building (the "Hotel Jay") comprising: (1) a new hotel containing 120 one,
two and three bedroom suites to be owned by the Phase II limited partnership; (2) a
commercial unit consisting of spa facilities, conference center, restaurants and retail
owned by Jay Peak, Inc.; and (3) constructing a separate office building to contain
administrative offices, grocery and a deli. Pursuant to the Ancillary Projects, the limited
partnership would construct: (l) a water park; (2) a golf club house; (3) an indoor ice rink
arena; and (4) a bowling center.
Phase III (Jay Peak Penthouse Suites LP): Penthouse was the first EB-5 project
undertaken from start to finish by Stenger and Quiros since they purchased Jay Peak. It
involved the sale of 65 limited partnership interests in the Jay Peak Penthouse Suites LP
("Penthouse") for a total project cost of $32,500,000. Penthouse was in part the product
of a very successful Phase II capital raise, which had become fully subscribed, and
instead of turning EB-5 investors away, Stenger and Quiros decided to expand the Phase
II hotel from four to five stories. The fifth story would house the Penthouse suites, to be
owned by the Penthouse investors, and which would cost approximately $20 million to
construct. Additionally, the Penthouse project involved the construction of the Mountain
Learning Center, an approximately $2.8 million project.
Phase IV (Jay Peak Golf and Mountain Suites LP): This project involved the sale of
90limited partnership interests in the Jay Peak Golf and Mountain Suites LP ("Golf and
Mountain") for a total project cost of $45 million. Golf and Mountain called for the
construction of fifty vacation rental cottages as well as a wedding chapel, tram house
building and a mountain top café; and

o
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o Phase V (Jay Peak Lodge and Townhouses LP): This project involved the sale of 90
limited partnership interests in the Jay Peak Lodge and Townhouses LP ("Lodge and
Townhouses") for a total project cost of $45 million. Lodge and Townhouses called for
the construction of vacation rental cottages and townhomes as well as a skier and summer
services center with skier café, aparking garage with tennis courts and an auditorium.

Of the other four VRC EB-5 projects, Trapp Family Lodge has nearly completed its EB-5 capital
raise and its project construction, and Mount Snow has successfully completed its EB-5 capital
raise and has made substantial progress on its project construction. The last two projects,
Southface Village at Okemo and Stowe Aviation LLC, are still in early stages of their EB-5
capital raise, as further described below.

The VRC has promoted economic development in the State of Vermont and continues to do so,
notwithstanding the issues that have arisen with respect to the Jay Peak projects. Attached as
Exhibit B is a letter from counsel to two Vermont EB-5 projects affirming the VRC's value in
promoting economic growth in Vermont through the EB-5 program.

In response to the federal and state complaints filed in Apnl2016 with respect to the Jay Peak
projects, ACCD, the VRC and the Receiver appointed by the federal court sent to USCIS the
letter attached as Exhibit C. The letter urged favorable consideration of a number of policy
considerations that they believe would help ameliorate the adverse circumstances facing many of
the Jay Peak investors as a result of the alleged fraudulent activity. The VRC wants to reiterate
the importance of supporting these proposals and continues to urge favorable action on the part
of USCIS and others, as needed.
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Response to RFI Ouestions

The following sets forth the specific questions posed by USCIS in its Request for Information
and our responses. The VRC intends to supplement this response, if necessary, to the extent it
learns of additional relevant information after the date of this response.

I. In líght of the new inþrmation that has come out since your FY20l5 I-924A was submitted,
please provide corrections, if needed, to the information supplied on thatþrm by submitting
a new FY20I5 I-924A with the corrected ínþrmation. Qhe corrected inþrmation should be
highlighted and anything previously incorrect should be identified.)

T\er-924A includes: (1) a report of the total jobs created during the reporting
period; and (2) a report of the EB-5 capital investment during the reporting period.

Jobs created: The Jay Peak projects based their reporting on the number of I-829s
approved during the reporting period.l Accordingly, all prior r-924\sfiled by the
VRC include job creation data based on approved I-829s and their corresponding l0
jobs. The status of approved I-829s has not changed so the VRC has no reason to
amend the job creation figure in its previously filed r-924\s at this time.

EB-5 capital invested: Due to the allegations contained in the state and federal civil
actions against Jay Peak, the Vermont Regional Center contacted the federally
appointed receiver, Michael I. Goldberg (the "Receivet''), who is supervised by the
federal court in Miami, Florida, to request final reports prepared by his forensic
accountants. The Receiver indicated that such reports would not be complete for
several weeks. Please see the correspondence between the Vermont Regional Center
and the Receiver on this subject attached as Exhibit D.

The Vermont Regional Center believes it is appropriate to wait until it receives these
final reports from the Receiver before determining whether amendments to the I-
924As regarding capital investment are necessary.

a. For example, your I-924A states that EB-5 investors invested 817.5 míllion in ANC
Bio Vermont GP Servíces, LLC. However, the Vermont complaint claíms thqt EB-5
funds were transferred away from this entity þr other purposes, including Aríel
Quiros misusing and misappropriatíng somefund [footnote omitted].

The $17.5 million referenced above is in an escrow account at People's United Bank
and is in the control of the Receiver. As more fully described below, these monies
are in escrow because the Department of Financial Regulation (the "Department")

5
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required ANC Bio Vermont GP Services, LLC and Jay Peak Biomedical Research
Park L.P. ("Jay Peak Biomedical") to place any new investor funds in escrow until
Jay Peak Biomedical and affiliated entities successfully completed a financial audit
to be conducted by the Department's forensic accounting firm.

The funds currently remain in escrow because Jay Peak Biomedical did not
successfully complete the financial audit prior to the Department and the Vermont
Attomey General filing its securities fraud complaint on April 14, 2016.

The resolution of the $17.5 million in escrow will ultimatelybe made bythe federal
court supervising the Jay Peak receivership.

b. Thus, should this 817.5 millionfigure be corrected, and ís any explanatíon needed in
the I-924A with regards to this?

As noted above, the resolution of the $17.5 million in escrow will ultimately be
made by the federal court supervising the Jay Peak receivership. The court may
decide to: (1) allow an EB-5 investor to transfer his or her investment to another EB-
5 project in the Vermont Regional Center; (2) retum the sums in escrow to the
respective EB-5 investor; and/or (3) do something with the escrowed money that the
Vermont Regional Center does not anticipate at this time.

Accordingly, the Vermont Regional Center will analyze the impact, if any, on its
2015I-9244 filing when the federal court makes a final determination on the
disbursement of the escrowed funds and amend as ttecessary. 2

In addition, tf ony of the I-924A Forms prior to FY20I5 need to be corrected, please supply
them in a similarfashion.

As noted above, at this time, the Vermont Regional Center has no reason to amend its
previously filed I-9244s.

2. In líght of the new inþrmatíon that has come out since your FY20I5 I-924Awas submitted,
please provide an interim I-924Aþr the periodfrom December 24, 2015 (i.e., when that
þrm was supplied to us) - Present.

Attached as Exhibit E is an interim I-924A for the time period between October 1,

2015 and June 30, 2016. The information in this interim report is derived from the
quarterly compliance reports for the fourth quarter of 2015 and the first two quarters
of 2016. A detailed overview of the VRC's required quarterlyreports and

2 We note that USCIS has provided guidance on how to properly complete thel-924A. The guidance indicates that
escrowed EB-5 investor funds should not be included in the calculation of EB-5 capital investment forl-924A
purposes. Accordingly, the $ 17.5 million that was included on the VRC's 2015 I-924A for calculating the EB-5
capital investment of Jay Peak Biomedical Research Park L.P. ("Jay Peak Biomedical") may have been in error. The
VRC believes that one comprehensive set of amendedl-924A filings, if necessary, is a more appropriate approach.
Accordingly, the VRC will analyze this issue in greater dotail when it rsceives the Receiver's reports and more
broadly examines the prior EB-5 capital investment calculations.
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examinations can be found below, but generally DFR requires each EB-5 project to
deliver an extensive amount of information relating to its project, including investor,
financial and construction updates. Similarly, on a quarterly basis, DFR examines
projects in active construction to verifu information in a quarterly compliance report
and offering documents.

Please note regarding the Jay Peak-affiliated projects, this interim report only
includes information from the Q Burke Mountain Resort, Hotel and Conference
center, L.P. ("Burke") project. As more fully described below, although Burke is
under the Receiver's confol, it is not a defendant in either the state or federal
complaint, and the VRC has confidence in these numbers for this period. However,
regarding the Jay Peak-affiliated EB-5 projects that are named as defendants in the
state and federal complaints, the VRC is waiting on information from the Receiver
to verifu the information the vRC has in possession regarding these projects.

3. The prior section (page 3) mentioned how the SEC and Vermont complaints allege various
wctys ín which over 8250 million of EB-5 investors' funds were misused and/or
misappropriated. Thus, how much of EB-5 investors' capital (i.e., each one contributed
8500,000) ,s now unavaílable þr actual EB-s projects? Please delineqte the
source/components of the total. For any such capital now unavailøble þr actual EB-5
projects, are there any New Commercial Enterprises NCEÐ and projects whích
consequently now have a shortage of funds? If so, (I) please name them, (2) what is the
amount of the shortage þr each, and (3) what is the total project cost for each project with
such a shortøge?

Along with the five completed Jay Peak EB-5 projects, there are three incomplete
Jay Peak projects; however, only two of these projects have current shortages. The
limited partnerships for the three incomplete projects are: (1) Burke; (2) Jay Peak
Hotel Suites Stateside L.P. ("Stateside"); and (3) Jay Peak Biomedical.

As described in more detail below, the VRC does not believe Burke has a current
shortage while Stateside and Jay Peak Biomedical do have current shortages.

Burke

Burke is a $98 million project consisting of construction of four main components
(1) a hotel; Q) an aquatic center; (3) a tennis facility; and (a) a mountain bike
facility. Burke raised approximately $60.5 million that was used to construct the
hotel, which was completed in February2016. Burke is authorized to raise
approximately $37.5 million of additional EB-5 frrnds, while the remaining
components are estimated to cost approximately $32.3 million, according to the
Burke PPM.

Accordingly, although incomplete, the VRC believes that the Burke project does not
currently have a shortage and understands that it is the current intention of the
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Receiver to pursue completion of the aquatic center, tennis facility and mountain
biking facility with additional EB-5 investments.

Stateside

Stateside completed its $67,000,000 offering in or about December 2012. The
project consisted of building a hotel, 84 cottages, a medical center, and a guest
recreation center.

Construction on the Stateside hotel project began in or about April 2013 and was
opened on Decemb er 20, 2013 . The Stateside hotel has operated continuously
since that date.

Construction for a portion of the 84 cottages is underway with exterior work
largely complete on five structures containing several dozen cottages.
Approximately four other sites are in various stages of initial siting andlor
foundation work.

Construction of the medical center and recreation center has yet to begin.

According to the Stateside offering documents, the cost of the 84 cottages,
medical center, and guest recreation center are estimated to total $32,039,000,
excluding any construction supervision costs. Approximately $6,000,000 has
been spent on constructing the cottages. The VRC understands that all Stateside
accounts currently hold less than $60,000.

The VRC understands that the Receiver has estimated that construction for the 84
cottages, medical center and recreation center can be completed for approximately
$17.5 million. Accordingly, the shortage at Stateside is currently estimated to be
approximately $ I 7.5 million.

Jay Peak Biomedical

The Jay Peak Biomedical project was initiatedin2}l2 and originally sought to
raise $110 million to construct a biomedical facility in Newport, Vermont. As of
April 14, 2016, Jay Peak Biomedical had raised approximately $83 million from
166 investors and sought to raise an additional$'27 million. Approximately $17.5
million of the $83 million remains in the escrow account referenced above.

The Jay Peak Biomedical PPM indicated that the $110 million would be used as
follows: (1) $6 million for the purchase of the 7-acre parcel of land; (2)
972,797,370 to construct and equip the facility, including the biomedical research
clean rooms; (3) $9,485,305 for "construction supervision" and $3,161 ,769 for
'oconstruction supervision expenses"; (4) $10 million for distribution and
marketing rights, including intellectual property rights; (5) 52,487,925 for other
costs, including design/architecture costs, infrastructure; and (6) $6,067,629 in
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working capital. Additionally, Jay Peak Biomedical represented it would
contribute $8 million for certain infrastructure costs.

A significant shortage exists as a result of the alleged misuse and
misappropriation of Jay Peak Biomedical investor funds. Based on the
representations in the PPM, the project had at least $84 million of construction
work remaining; however, even if the project became fully subscribed by raising
the additional527 million, it is estimated to have a shortage of approximately
$39.5 million.

However, the VRC understands that the Receiver does not intend to seek to raise any
additional EB-5 funds or to complete the Jay Peak Biomedical project as it was
originally envisioned. Rather, VRC understands that the Receiver currently intends
to seek to amend the Jay Peak Biomedical business plan to contemplate another use
of the investor funds on hand and funds recovered from claims against Ariel Quiros
and other third parties in order to create the necessary EB-5 jobs.

Clarifvins Points

Initially, it should be noted that the state and federal complaints do not allege that
over $250 million of EB-5 investors' funds were misused and/or misappropriated.
Both complaints allege that $200 million of EB-5 investor funds were misused,
which includes $50 million of funds that were allegedlymisappropriated.

Further, the $150 million of misused EB-5 investor funds includes a subset of funds
that were comingled or otherwise inappropriately transferred between accounts
and/or business entities but ultimately were used to complete construction of the Jay
Peak EB-5 projects for the following limited partnerships: (1) Jay Peak Hotel Suites
L.P.; (2) Jay Peak Hotel Suites Phase II L.P.; (3) Jay Peak Penthouse suites L}.; @)
Jay Peak Golf and Mountain suites L.P.; and (5) Jay Peak Lodge and Townhouses
L.P.' The VRC understands that the Receiver is reviewing the actual uses of all EB-
5 funds raised and jobs created with respect to the various Jay Peak projects and
intends to seek necessary or appropriate modifications to ensure that the greatest
possible number of investors obtain at least the immigration benefits of the EB-5
program.

4. Please províde financial inþrmation which demonstrates whether each of the following
entities have the ability (and resources) to ensure the Regional Center can continue to
promote economíc growth (including ffictively run its affaírs), particulørly in líght of the
inþrmation that has been made public through the SEC and Vermont complaints: (I) the
VACCD, and (2) all NCEs and Job Creating Entities (JCEI) associated with any projects

3 Although Jay Peak ultimately completed the EB-5 funded construction, both the state and federal complaints
allege Jay Peak failed to make certain contributions to various EB-5 limited partnerships. However, Jay Þeak's
alleged failure to make such contributions does not impact USCIS job creation as these contributions were outside of
the scope ofjob creation.
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connected to your regional center that have not yet been completed. (This would inter alia
include any proiects that are planned, but ltave not yet gotten underway, such as the facilíty
associated wíth Jay Peak Biomedical Research Park, L.P.) If available, your response
should include financial and/or bank statements, plus any other information which will
address thís.

Abilitv and Resources of the Vermont Regional Center

ACCD and DFR have the personnel and budgetaryresources to effectively
administer the vRC and promote economic growth. They do not, however, as
discussed above, finance or guarantee the viability of any particular project.

VRC Personnel Resources

since December 2014, the vRC has been jointly operated by two state agencies:
ACCD, which is charged with marketing the vRC, including representing the vRC
at EB-5 industry events, handling inquiries from current and prospective vRC
investors, and administering filings with USCIS and DFR, which is charged with the
oversight, monitoring and compliance of EB-5 projects that associate with the VRC.

ACCD's commissioner of the Department of Economic Development and its
General Counsel generally administer and oversee ACCD's functions for the VRC.
ACCD's commissioner of the Department of Economic Development and its
General Counsel generally administer and oversee ACCD's functions for the VRC.
ACCD has maintained an EB-5 Director in the Department of Economic
Development to conduct day to day operations of marketing the vRC, pursuing
additional projects, filing all required reports and generally promoting the vRC. on
July 20, 2016, following the resignation of ACCD's prior Director of its EB-5
program, Joan Goldstein, Commissioner of the Department of Economic
Development, assumed these duties. ACCD's functions are ultimately overseen by
its Secretary who is the principal representative of the VRC. In addition, the current
Secretary of ACCD has been appointed interim President of the Vermont Technical
college, effective September 9 and Lucy Leriche, currently Deputy Secretary of
ACCD, has been appointed Secretary of ACCD, as of that date.

DFR's functions for the VRC are generally administered by two compliance
examiners whom are overseen by a director and the Deputy Commissioner of the
Securities Division. DFR's EB-5 compliance functions are ultimately overseen by
DFR's Commissioner.

VRC Financial Resources

ACCD is an agency of the State of Vermont and receives its annual funding,
including amounts allocable to the VRC, through the annual budget process. Both
ACCD and the VRC have sufficient budgetary appropriations from the Vermont
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Legislature to fund all of its operations, including personnel costs and third party
professionals, as needed.

The State of Vermont Comprehensive Annual Financial Report provides greater
detail as to the budgetary resources of ACCD and DFR:
htþ://finance.vermont.gov/sites/finance/files/pdflcafr/2015_cAFR-FINAL.pdf.

Information regarding the overall state budget (DFR's budget starts at 8.226 and
ACCD's starts at section B. 800) is available at:

ACTS/
2o/o20Aso/o2}Enacted.pdf .

Jav Peak Proiects

The following are the three Jay Peak afTiliated projects currently under the
Receiver's control and that are not complete:

(1) Stateside

As mentioned above, construction of the Stateside project is incomplete. The VRC
understands that the Receiver currently estimates the cost to complete construction
to be approximately $17.5 million. The VRC furtherunderstands that, while the
Stateside project currently has less than $60,000 cash on hand, it is the Receiver's
current intention to pursue completion of construction of the 84 cottages and the
medical center and recreation center with funds recovered from claims against Ariel
Quiros or other third parties.

(2) Jav Peak Biomedical

Approximately $17.5 million of Jay Peak Biomedical funds remain in escrow, but
any use of those funds is controlled by the federal court handling the receivership.

However, the VRC understands that the Receiver does not intend to seek to raise any
additional EB-5 funds or to complete the Jay Peak Biomedical project as it was
originally envisioned. Rather, VRC understands that the Receiver currently intends
to seek to amend the Jay Peak Biomedical business plan to contemplate another use
of the investor funds on hand and funds recovered from claims against Ariel Quiros
or other third parties in order to create the necessary EB-5 jobs.

The VRC will provide USCIS updates, as appropriate, regarding Jay peak
Biomedical.

(3) Burke

Burke is a $98 million project consisting of construction of four main components
(1) a hotel; (2) an aquatic center; (3) a tennis facility; and (4) a mountain bike
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facility. Burke raised approximately $60.5 million that was used to construct the
hotel, which was completed in February 2016. Burke is authorized to raise
approximately $37.5 million of additional EB-5 funds, while the remaining
components are estimated to cost approximately $32.3 million, according to the
Burke PPM.

Accordingly, although incomplete, the VRC believes that the Burke project does not
currently have a shortage and understands that it is the current intention of the
Receiver to pursue completion of the aquatic center, tennis facility and mountain
biking facility with EB-5 investments.

Mt. Snow

Mt. Snow has raised all of the necessary funds to complete its EB-5 projects;
however, considerable delays in USCIS's I-526 approvals have caused the projects
to fall behind its construction schedule.

This project has two phases. Phase one is the Westlake Reservoir, a snow-making
pond with a capacity of 120 million gallons, and associated piping and pump-houses
to update and improve the snow-making capabilities of Ml Snow. This phase also
includes trail upgrades and expansion and a new ski lift.

The cost to complete this phase is estimated to be $38 million. Mt. Snow will pay for
construction with $30 million from EB-5 investors (all such funds have been raised
and are currently in escrow) with an additional $8 million to be provided through
owner equity. The owner has already contributed its $8 million in order to
coÍlmence construction. Much of Phase I is complete.

Phase two is the construction of a new, three-story ski lodge consisting of 36,000
square feet and a restaurant, cafeteria and bars with seating for over 600 people. It
will also include a retail and convenience store and sales outlet for lift tickets and
rentals.

The cost to complete this phase is estimated to be $28 million. Mt. Snow will pay for
construction with $22 million from EB-5 investors (all such funds are raised and in
escrow) with an additional $6 million to be provided through owner equity.

In May 2016, USCIS approved Mt. Snow's exemplar; however, construction is
behind schedule as the terms of Mt. Snow's escrow requires USCIS to approve at
least one I-526 application before escrow can be broken. USCIS has yet to approve
an I-526 application related to the Mt. Snow project. On August 22,2016, Peak
Resorts, Inc., the parent of Mt. Snow, announced that it is proposing to sell
$20,000,000 of its stock, in part because of the delays in obtaining the USCIS
approval necessary for the release of the EB-5 funds from escrow.
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Trapp Family Lodge ("Trapp"l

         
The business consisted of the existing hotel, with plans to construct a state of the
art brewery for the Trapp Family label and an attached "Beer Hall" theme
restaurant.

The construction costs total approximately $22 million of which approximately
$19 million have been raised through EB-5 investment with the Trapp Family
developer contributing $2 million. With these funds, the developer constructed the
brewery which is operational and is constructing the restaurant which is slated to
open in September 2016. Trapp is actively seeking to raise the remaining $ 1

million from EB-5 investors to complete the financing of the restaurant.

South Face Villaee (ooSFV")

The SFV project is located adjacent to the okemo Mountain Resort in Ludlow,
Vermont. The project includes the development of 20 duplex units, 56 condominium
units, 10 single family homes, as well as construction of a base lodge, a ski lift and
trails, and related infrastructure, such as roads, water, and sewer.

The projected cost for the project is $136 million and the anticipated sources of
funding include: $34 million in EB-5 capital, 54.43 million in developer equity, $2.0
million in land purchase financing, $19.33 million in a subordinated construction
loan, $31.39 million in lender financing, and $44.85 million to come from the sale of
the constructed units.

       
     

complete the project. To date, the ski lift and first set of condominium units have
been constructed using owners' equity. The first set of condominium units has also
been completely sold and SFV is working on selling and constructing the next set of
condominium units. SFV is also awaiting exemplar andl-526 approvals.

Stowe Aviation (165A")

The SA project is located at the Morrisville-Stowe State Airport in Stowe, Vermont
and includes construction of a new terminal along with new and expanded aircraft
hangars, a U.S. Immigration and Customs clearance service, a flight academy, an
aircraft maintenance and management facility, a restaurant, and a charter service.
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The federal and state grants have funded a runway expansion, which has added
services to additional flights on private planes as well as a commuter air service
operating at the airport as a result of the runway expansion and SA's activities.

       
          
         

         
  

lYith regards to the biomedical facility project øssociated with Jay Peak Biomedical
Research Pqrk, L.P., the previous section mentioned the SEC and Vermont complaints'
allegations that the project had íncurred various misrepresentations, funding issues, and
schedule problems. (See p. 3-4 above.) Given these alleged mísrepresentations andfunding
and schedule problems, do you realistically expect thís project to proceed and be
undertaken? Please provide sfficient detail with regards to your response. Also, do you
still intend to raise additíonalfunds þr this project and íf so, why, and how much?

As mentioned above, approximately $17.5 million of Jay Peak Biomedical funds
remain in escrow, but such funds are subject to control ofthe federal court
supervising the receivership.

However, the VRC understands that the Receiver does not intend to seek to raise any
additional EB-5 funds or to complete the Jay Peak Biomedical project as it was
originally envisioned. Rather, VRC understands that the Receiver currently intends
to seek to amend the Jay Peak Biomedical business plan to contemplate another use
of the investor funds on hand and funds recovered from claims against Ariel Quiros
or other third parties in order to create the necessary EB-5 jobs. The VRC and
Receiver have requested a meeting with USCIS officials to discuss amendments to
the Jay Peak Biomedical business plan but have not received a response. See also
attached Exhibit C.

6. As noted above in the Background section, the SEC complaínt mentíoned that the Stateside
Phase 14 (EB-s) offering was fully subscribed, but the Defendants have only built the hotel.
Given that the full EB-5 fundíng wqs obtained, but much work remains to be done (í.e., on
the vacation rental cottages, a guest recreatíon center, and a medical center),

a. do you realistically anticipate the hotel to open þr operøtíons qnd the other
facilítíes to be built?

Stateside completed its $67,000,000 offering in or about December 2012.
The project consisted of building a hotel, 84 cottages, a medical center, and a
guest recreation center.

L4
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Please note, the Stateside hotel was constructed and has been continuously
operating since December 20,2013. Further, construction for a portion of
the cottages was underway with exterior work largely complete on five
structures containing approximately 36 cottages. Approximately four other
sites are in various stages of initial siting and/or foundation work.

Further, the VRC understands that it is the Receiver's current intention to
pursue completion of construction of the 84 cottages and the medical and
guest recreation centers. The Receiver currently estimates it will cost
approximately: (l) $12 million to complete the cottages; (2) $a.l million to
complete the recreation center; and (3) $1.4 million to complete the medical
center. The Receiver is reportedly hopeful that he will be able to recover
enough funds from claims against Ariel Quiros, third parties or elsewhere in
order to attain completion of this project so all investors will be eligible to
have their I-829 petitions approved.

b. Do you expect there to be sfficient job creatíon to support Form I-829 (i.e.,
permanent residence status) approvals for all the EB-5 investors, or if not, þr how
many?

A significant number of EB-5 jobs were created through construction and
operation of the Stateside hotel and partial construction of the 84 cottages
As noted above, the Stateside hotel is complete and has been in operation
since 2013. In addition, a number of the cottages have been constructed.

The VRC understands that the Receiver currently intends to pursue
completion of construction of the 84 cottages and the medical and guest
recreation centers so all investors will be eligible to have their I-829 petition
approved.

Accordingly, the Vermont Regional Center believes there will be sufficient
job creation to support Form I-829 approvals for all the Stateside EB-5
investors.

c. How many iobs do you expect this project to create (i.e., for EB-S job creatíon
purposes)?

Based on the construction and operation of the Stateside hotel and
anticipated completion of the 84 cottages and the medical and recreation
centers, the Vermont Regional Center expects the Stateside project to create
at least approximately l,340jobs for EB-5 job creation purposes.

7. The príor section also díscussed recent court judgments in favor of Linda West agøinst
Seldon Technologies. (See page 4.) If you have any further inþrmation on this beyond
what is noted in the qrticles referred to above, please províde that. In terms of her claims
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and the iudgments mentioned in the artícles, do you believe that EB-5 funds at Seldon were
índeed usedfor purposes other than job creation, and if so, how much? Please explain.

Confexf of Ms. West's.I Verdict

As a preliminary matter, it is important to understand the context of the legal
proceeding so the recent judgment can be properly evaluated.

Linda west had been employed as an accountant by Seldon Technologies, Inc.
("Seldon" or "STI") for nine years before she was terminated in March 2013.

In20l0, a Seldon subsidiary Seldon Clean Water Products (Asia) L.P. executed a
memorandum of understanding with ACCD to associate with the VRC. That same
year Seldon began soliciting EB-5 investment under a private placement
memorandum eventuallyraising $5 million from 10 EB-5 investors. During 2012,
south Afüca-based telecommunications giant Econet wireless ("Econet") began
investing in STI, eventually taking an85Yo stake in the company and in ly'ray 2012
Econet installed a new chief executive offìcer at STI.

STI initially vigorously defended the legal proceeding brought by Ms. west but, in
september 2015, srl ceased operating. Further, in Decernber 2015, STI: (1) sold the
entirety ofits assets at auction to satis$r its debts; (2) lacked any insurance coverage
to satisfy any judgment associated with Ms. west's case; and (3) lacked funds to pay
legal fees. Accordingly, in Decernb er 2015, srl's attomeys filed a motion to
withdraw from the case, which was granted in February 2016.

Nevertheless, Ms. West's attorney continued the lawsuit against the unrepresented
corporate shell with no assets and moved for default judgment, which was granted in
May 2016, and damages were awarded on June 30,2016. since srl was not
defending itself the merits of Ms. West's allegations were not determined in a
contested proceeding.

Actions of the Vermont Regional Center

Following the verdict, DFR initiated an independent investigation into the
allegations. To date, DFR's investigation located an independent accountant's report
prepared for STI by the Braver P.c. accounting firm (n/klaMarcum LLp) dated
october 23,20L3 (the "Report"). The Report appears to be in direct response to Ms.
West's allegations.

The Report traces the $5 million of EB-5 investor contributions into the applicable
STI bank account. The Report than examines 606 expenditures made between with
EB-5 funds between July 1, 2010 and october 15,2013 and compares those
expenditures to the representations made in the private placement memorandum.
The Report concludes that the expenditures for which there were supporting
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documentation corresponded to one of the allowable expenditure categories in the
private placement memorandum. A copy of the Report is attached as Exhibit F.

The Report, however, is not conclusive as it does not trace the entirety of the $5
million EB-5 investor funds raised by STI. Accordingly, DFR is proceeding with its
own independent investigation to determine the accuracy of the Report and
independently veriS' the appropriate expenditure of the total $5 million of EB-5
funds raised.

Therefore, at this time, the vRC has not discovered any evidence suggesting that
EB-5 funds at STI were used for purposes other than job creation. The VRC will
continue to update USCIS as DFR's investigation proceeds.

8. According to USCß records, 7 EB-s investors in this project are curuently awaiting our
adiudication of their Form I-829 petitions þr permanent resídence status, 2 I-829s have
been approved, and I EB-s investor has not yet submitted his/her I-829 Form yet (although
his/her I-526 Form was approved). Gíven that (1) Seldon has shut down, as noted in your
FY 2015 I-924A submission [footnote omitted], and (2) these court decísions, how many
iobs were created by thß project (i.e., þr EB-5 job creation purposes)? Please explain wiih
sfficient detail so that we can understand your view.

court Decision: As discussed above, the court decision was a default judgment
against a legally non-existent defendant that did not determine the merits of Ms.
west's claims during the course of a brief trial to determine damages. Further,
preliminary findings of DFR's investigation refute Ms. West's claims; specifically,
DFR is in possession of the Report prepared by the independent accounting firm that
examined 606 transactions made with EB-5 investor funds and did not find any
misuse or misappropriation. DFR is still actively investigating the allegations and
will update USCIS of its findings.

seldon closure: Although Seldon ceased operations in septernber 2015, the
relevant EB-5 investments were made and the requisite jobs were created before this
date.

Specificall¡ Seldon raised $5 million of EB-5 investment and by December 1,2014
approximately 96Yo of these funds had been deployed for project pu.poses.a
Additionally, Seldon's economic impact report determined thatgg full-time
permanent jobs had been created between 2010 and 2014 as a result of these EB-5
investments. These 99 jobs support the I-829 applications filed by nine of the ten
Seldon EB-5 investors. VRC understands that the one investor who failed to file her
r-829 application did so for reasons that are specific to her and not the project
generally.

For a more detailed account of EB-5 expenditures and job creation, please see
Seldon's economic impact report attached as Exhibit G.

o The vRC understands that the remaining 4Yo had,been deployed by March I , 20ls
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9. With regards to all EB-5 investors whose funds were alleged to be misused or
misappropriated (as desuibed in detaíl above), have they been inþrmed of thís by VACCD,
the Receíver (Michael Goldberg), or anyone else connected to your regional center? If so,
by whom and when?

On April 14 2016, the day the State's action was filed and the SEC's action was
unsealed, ACCD and DFR held a press conference with the Govemor of Vermont
and the Vermont Attomey General and detailed the alleged fraud. The press
conference and the alleged fraud were widely covered in EB-5 publications -
domestic and foreign - as well as national media publications.

The same day as the press conference, DFR published a website
(http://www.dfr.vermont.eov/jay-peak-eb-5-lawsuit) dedicated to informing
investors about details of the fraud allegations, including copies of the state and
federal court filings and answers to some frequently asked questions. Once it was
published, DFR also linked to the Receiver's website
(https:¡¡jeypeakrecrivershþ. . ACCD also published a website
(http://accd.vermont.govA with links to both DFR's and Receiver's sites.

ACCD and DFR have also fielded emails and phone calls from hundreds of
investors and their attomeys with questions; answering and/or directing the
investors' questions to the Receiver when appropriate.

It is the VRC's understanding the Receiver initially emailed all investors for which
he had email contact information to inform them of the website where all future
information would be filed. The Receiver has established a toll-free investor
"Hotline" and an email address for general inquiries, which are found on the
Receiver's website. The website includes court filings, coffespondence with
investors and key judicial decisions. Further, considering Jay Peak investors are
from all over the world, the Receiver's website is available in seven languages. The
Receiver's website also includes a registration form for investors to complete to
more easily facilitate future communications. The Receiver informed the VRC that
approximately 563 investors (out of approximately 804) have registered to date. The
VRC understands that the Receiver intends to make direct mailings to investors for
information regarding other important events.

10. According to our records with regards to your regional center, USCß received the most
recent Form I-526 petitions filed by alien ínvestors under Jay Peak Biomedícal Research
Park, L.P. and Q Burke Mountain Resort, Hotel and Conference Center, L.P. on April 18,
2016 and May 24, 2016, respectively. Please indicate when the Regional Center became
awøre of the alleged diversion of investors' funds in relation to (I) any investigative
action(s) takeì, and (2) the Regional Center's marketíng activities þr the projects. Please

5 This includes, but is not limited to, actions by law enforcement and regulatory agencies, to include the Vermont
Department of Financial Regulation.
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provide evidence regarding what steps, ,f ory, the Regional Center takes to engage in
monitoríng and oversight of the projects that it sponsors.

ACCD's concerns regarding the Jay Peak Biomedical project evolved over time,
beginning in late 2013 until the SEC and Vermont fraud actions were filed in
Apnl2016. As a result of these concerns, ACCD increased its attention on the
adequacy of the Jay Peak Biomedical disclosures to investors, suspended
fundraising activity for that project, required funds raised for that project as well
as the Burke hotel project to be placed in escrow, involved DFR to bring its
regulatory and enforcement authority to bear, and cooperated, along with DFR,
with the SEC in its investigation. These actions resulted in the filing of the fraud
cases, which prevented the improper conduct from continuing, resulted in the
appointment of the Receiver and focused efforts on protecting the interests of
investors.

ACCD Actions Jav Peak Biomedical

ACCD directed significant attention to the offering documents and the manner in
which the Jay Peak Biomedical project was marketed. ACCD paid particular
attention to the accùracy of marketing materials, which led to a focus on the
Private Placement Memoranda ("PPM"), as well as the Business and Marketing
Plans, and the Job Creation analysis.

By late 2013, ACCD began having concems about whether all material
information about the Jay Peak Biomedical project was being disclosed to
investors.6 In June 2014, ACCD engaged outside counsel foi expert advice on
securities laws in preparation for requiring updates to the PPM on the Jay Peak
Biomedical project to ensure all material information had been disclosed. ACCD
made numerous requests to Stenger and Quiros for information and clarification
of a number of issues raised by ACCD's outside counsel.

ACCD then froze all future solicitation of investors for the Jay Peak Biomedical
project subject to having Jay Peak Biomedical's counsel provide an unqualified
opinion that a new PPM provided all necessary disclosures. When fundraising for
the Jay Peak Biomedical project was allowed to resume in April, 2015,the VRC
required that all new funds raised for Jay Peak Biomedical be held in an escrow
account to be released only when certain conditions were met. Specifically, Jay
Peak Biomedical and its affiliated entities were required to complete a satisfactory
financial review conducted at DFR's direction by Cohn Reznick. To date, the
conditions for release have not been met and the amount held in the escrow
account established for Jay Peak Biomedical remains at approximately $17.5
million dollars and is under the jurisdiction of the Receiver and federal court.

6 Information regarding the Jay Peak projects that was brought to the attention of the ACCD by third parties before
then were evaluated and, based upon the information then available to it, including the observable progress being
made in the development and construction of the projects, the ACCD did not believe that there was at that time a
basis to suspend or take other actions with respect to these projects.
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ACCD Actions Burke

Additionally in early 2015, the vRC also reviewed a revised Burke PPM, which
had expired and also needed to be updated with disclosures, including reference to
the then pending SEC investigation of Jay Peak. Approximately $35 million had
been raised and significant construction had commenced on the Burke hotel at the
time the Burke PPM expired. Prior to clearing Burke's revised PPM in July 2015,
DFR's investigation confirmed that previously raised Burke EB-5 monies had
been properly used for project purposes. Accordingly, the VRC still imposed
certain escrow conditions on Burke's future capital raising, but the conditions
were different than those for Jay Peak Biomedical.

Specifically, all funds from new Burke investors were deposited in an escrow
account and could only be used to complete the Burke hotel. To accomplish this,
the VRC hired a third party construction manager to confirm the legitimacy of the
construction expenses submitted by Burke and only then did DFR allow the
release of funds from escrow to pay the approved expenses.

In February 2016, construction on the hotel was completed, and today the hotel is
open and operating.T

DFR's Investisation

On Decernber 23,2014, ACCD and DFR entered into a mernorandum of
understanding (the "DFR Mou") whereby DFR assumed control of monitoring,
oversight and compliance of all approved EB-5 projects in the VRC. ACCD asked
DFR to do so in order to allow the VRC to utilize its expertise and statutory
authority to provide enhanced oversight and monitoring of projects and to be able to
enforce its requests for information through DFR's statutorily authorized regulatory
and enforcement powers. The DFR MOU is attached as Exhibit H.

In early 2015, DFR reviewed the offering materials for the Jay Peak Biomedical
project and discussed proposed revisions with the project's developers. It also began
reviewing financial transactions associated with all accounts related to the Jay Peak
projects, not just the Jay Peak Biomedical project. DFR's work started with a
review of account statements from Rayrnond James & Associates, Inc., a brokerage
firm at which various Jay Peak accounts had been established and led to reviewing
information from at least12 other financial institutions.

In total, DFR analyzed over 110 accounts with over 130,000 pages of account
staternents with over 100,000 transactions. Between the first production on March

7 Although construction was completed on the Burke, the developers failed to raise enough funds to cover the
complete cost prior to the April 20 l6 state and federal actions. The total contractor and subcontractors claims are
approximately $3.5 million. The Burke contractor and subcontractors have filed liens on the hotel to assure payment
when the assets are sold.
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10,2015 and the filing of the state case on April l4,20r6,DFR reviewed and
analyzed an average of approximately 361 transactions every single day as part of its
investigation.

During its 13-month investigation, DFR worked closelywith the SEC attomeys who
were also investigating the Jay Peak projects. Those efforts dovetailed with ACCD's
responsiveness to the then pending investigation by the SEC through its Miami
regional office. DFR believes that its analysis and work product substantively
contributed to the sEC civil case against Ariel Quiros, william Stenger and the
related entities. As a result of this collaboration, DFR and the Vermont Attomey
General coordinated the filing of their respective fraud cases during April 2016.

As a result of the DFR and SEC investigations, the VRC became aware in the Fall of
2015 of the likelihood that funds raised for the various Jay Peak projects (other than
Burke) were diverted. The evidence of diversion became stronger as the
investigations continued and DFR and the SEC worked together to compile their
cases and prepare their complaints, which were filed in April 2016.

Resional Center Marketing

USCIS's RFI asks the VRC to describe "the Regional Center's marketing activities
for the projects". For clarification, as noted above, the vRC does not market for
specific projects; rather it promotes the VRC and provides prospective investors
with information for all of the projects associated with the VRC.

ACCD maintains a website marketing all active EB-5 projects
(nttp:¡¡acc¿.verrnont.g ). In addition, ACCD has
attended numerous EB-5 promotional events and investor events where it has
generally marketed the VRC.

ACCD continues to promote the list of approved projects on its website, field calls
from interested investors and attend events domestically and overseas to represent
the vRC and provide general promotion of its projects. As needed, ACCD meets
with potential investors to discuss the VRC and our oversight as the only regional
center in the US with state financial regulators as part of the VRC.

Additional Compliance Steps Taken

In addition to leading the State's investigation into the alleged Jay Peak securities
fraud, the Department also expanded a robust compliance program during the 19
months since it executed the DFR MOU with ACCD.

Personnel: In mid-2015, DFR established two new positions in its Securities
Division that mainly focus on EB-5 compliance matters. DFR filled these positions
with experienced professionals (one is an attomey and the other is the former
Assistant Director of vermont Tax Department Compliance Division). These
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positions fulfill the day-to-day oversight, monitoring and compliance roles for the
VRC

New Risorous Policies: DFR, in consultation with ACCD, also developed and
implemented new rigorous standards that new EB-5 projects must comply with
before associating with the VRC.

The new policies required by the current model MOU include: (1) requiring certified
annual audits by independent accountants that are to be delivered to DFR; (2)
delivery of an annual legal opinion that the project is in compliance with the new
policies; (3) stricter requirements surrounding the existence of escrow and the
release of escrowed funds; @) allmarketing materials need to be certified by the
project that they are accurate and consistent with the offering documents; (5)
projects are required to provide semi-annual reports to all investors on the status of
the project; (6) require detailed disclosure to investors and DFR of all brokerage
services and fees; and (7) clarified the grounds that DFR has to terminate a project
from the VRC.

DFR implemented/strengthened two additional policies: (1) quarterly and annual
reporting to the vRC; and (2) quarterly compliances examinations.

These new policies are currently intemal policies to DFR; however, DFR is planning
to formalize these policies over the next couple of months through new EB-5 rule
making authority provided to DFR and ACCD after working closely with the
Vermont legislature to create that authority. DFR anticipates initiating the
administrative rule making process in early October 2016.

Reportine to DFR: EB-5 projects are required to report their status to DFR on a
quarte.dy and annual basis. EB-5 projects must provide DFR with information
regarding: (l) all relevant efforts to promote investment in EB-5 project; (2)the
number of new investors, their personal information and the status of their
investment; (3) all uscls requests for evidence; (4) copies of subscription
agreements related to the sale of securities associated with the EB-5 project; (5) any
updated or new marketing materials and marketing information used to carry out the
EB-5 project; (6) financial and accounting information such as trial balances,
internally prepared financial statements, chart of accounts and any off balance sheet
liabilities; (7) a list of all project vendors, including all invoices and payrnent
history; (8) an accounting ofjobs, including payroll records where appropriate; (9)
any changes in names, titles, job duties, or percentage of time spent on project
related duties of keypersonnel for all entities directly related to the furtherance of
the EB-5 project; and (10) evidence and documentation of anymaterial changes or
updates to planned project timeline or execution of the projecl

A copy of DFR's current quarterly compliance questionnaire is attached as Exhibit I.
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Ouarterlv Compliance Visits: Each quarter DFR personnel physically visits and
inspects all EB-5 projects in active construction. During the compliance visit DFR
generally observes the status of construction and specifically verifies that the work
in progress is in line with the representations made in the offering documents.

11. Additionally, in light of the SEC and Vermont complaints and other inþrmation that has
come out since your Fy2015 I-924A was submitted, please provide evidence regarding what
new steps, tf any, the Regional Center has taken or plans to take in monitoring and
oversight of the projects that are subject of the complainti discussed above.

As described immediately above, during the 19 months since executing the MOU
with ACCD, DFR has developed a robust compliance program with regard to the
VRC. The details of this program are discussed above in the response to question
10.

Based on these actions, we believe the VRC has one of the most effective EB-5
programs in operation, combining active economic development efforts with robust
compliance procedures and controls.

To our knowledge, the vRC isthe only regional center in the country that has a
formal collaboration with its state financial regulatory agency. This provides the
VRC with oversight and compliance capability generally not available to any other
regional center. We believe the subpoena powers and investigative staff that are
available are unique to the VRC.

12. Are there any other problems and issues, in qddition to those noted above, that could
adversely affect your Regional Center's ability to contínue to promote economic growth and
create iobs, as well as ffictively administer the Regional Center's affairs (inctudíng
monitoring the NCEs, JCEs, andfinancialflows involved)?

The VRC is not currently aware of any matters other than those discussed above that
might impede or adversely affect its ability to promote economic growth and create
jobs through the EB-5 program.

Conclusion

The VRC believes that, notwithstanding the matters that are currently unfolding with respect to
the Jay Peak projects, it has promoted and will continue to promote effectively both economic
development and job creation in the State of Vermont. The EB-5 program has been and will be
an important component of growth in Vermont. As a result of the problems identified atJay
Peak, the VRC brought DFR into the VRC, worked closely with the SEC and the Vermont
Office of the Attorney General and has significantly enhanced its oversight of all EB-5 projects.

The VRC understands that the Jay Peak matters have cast a shadow on the EB-5 program in
Vermont, but that shadow should not diminish the project completions that have occurred. As
described in the letter attached as Exhibit C, the VRC intends to work with the Receiver and
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others to help mitigate any adverse effects on the affected investors and on other businesses and
residents in the State of Vermont.

In order for the economic development and growth to continue, it is important that the VRC
continue its work under the EB-5 program. The various projects also need support and approvals
from the federal govemment in order to permit construction and ultimately job creation to occur.
The VRC looks forward to working with all affected parties and stakeholders to help obtain
those approvals and to make each project as successful as it can possibly be.

AM 58618499.8
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

AMONG

STATE OF VERMONT
EB-s REGIONAL CENTER

AND

IPROJECT ENTITYI

This Memorandum of Understanding ("Agreement") is made and entered into, by and among:

State of Vermont Regional Center, consisting of a cooperative agreement Between the Vermont
Agency of Commerce and Community Development ("ACCD") the Vermont Department of
Financial Regulation ("DFR") (collectively o'Vermont Regional Center", or "VRC") and

EB-5 Vermont - IPROJECT ENTITY], a ICORPORATE FORM] organized under the laws of the

[STATE], and its respective successors and assigns ("IDEFINITIONAL TERM"),

WITNESSETH:

WHEREAS, ACCD, a goveÍtmental unit of the State of Vermont, is charged with enhancing the
Vermont business climate, marketing Vermont to businesses by facilitating, promoting and creating
commercial and business opportunities within Vermont to contribute to the economic viability of and
beneficial growth of the state; and,

WHEREAS, DFR, a governmental unit of the State of Vermont, is statutorily charged with
supervising organízations that offer financial services and products to ensure the solvency, liquidity,
stability and efficiency of all such organizations; protecting consumers against certain unfair and
unlawful business practices; promoting reasonable and orderly competition; encouraging the
development, expansion and availability of f,rnancial services and products advantageous to the public
welfare; and maintaining close cooperation with other supervisory authorities ("DFR's Mission"); and

V/HEREAS, ACCD is an approved and designated Regional Center recognized by the U.S.
Department of Homeland Security ("DHS"), U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services ("USCIS") in
accordance with the Immigrant Investor Pilot Program pursuant to section 203(bX5) of the
Immigration and Nationality Act, as amended, the Departments of Commerce, Justice and State, the
Judiciary, and Related Agencies Appropriations Act of 1993, Pub. L. No. 102-395, section 610, as

amended, and all applicable regulations promulgated thereunder, (collectively, the "Regional Center
Program law"); and

WHEREAS, Initial designation as a Regional Center was made in a letter dated June 26, 1997,to
Howard Dean, M.D., Governor of the State of Vermont from legacy U.S. Immigration and
Naturalization Service (INS), informing him of the ACCD's appointment as a Regional Center;
reaffirmation of ACCD's Regional Center was given by USCIS in a letter dated June I1,2007 to
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Kevin L. Dom, secretary of ACCD; and the ACCD Regional Center designation was amended and
approved for EB-5 investment across a wider range of business sectors by USCIS in a letter dated
October 6,2009 to Kevin L. Dorn, secretary of ACCD; and

WHEREAS, As a USClS-approved and designated regional center within the Immigrant Investor
Program, the Vermont Regional Center is responsible for: (i) actively marketing and promoting the
Regional Center as an attractive option for development and foreign investment ("Marketing
Activities"); (ii) approving developments that apply for designation as a Regional Center project
("Project Approval"); and (iii) on-going monitoring and reporting of approved Regional Center
projects to assure compliance with USCIS EB-5 regulations and Policy guidance, U.S. immigration
laws and regulations and federal and state securities laws ("On-Going Compliance"); and

WHEREAS, ACCD entered into a Memorandum of Understanding with DFR to assist in carrying out
responsibilities of the Regional Center. ACCD will carry out the Marketing Activities, and DFR will
carry out the Project Approval and On-Going Compliance functions; and

WHEREAS, IPROJECT ENTITY] is organizedfor the purpose of creating an EB-5 capital
investment project within the Vermont Regional Center and managing and operating these investment
projects in conformance with 8 U.S.C. $ 1153 (bX5XA)-(D); and

WHEREAS, IPROJECT ENTITY] has contracted with: (a) ICOUNSEL] for legal counsel regarding
its compliance with U.S. immigration and nationality law as it relates to EB-5, Alien Entrepreneur
investment projects and Regional Center Pilot Programs and for the purpose of advising upon all
immigration matters in connection with such a project; and (b) ICOUNSEL] for legal counsel
regarding compliance of IPROJECT ENTITY] with all relevant and applicable state and federal
securities laws and regulations; and

WHEREAS, IDESCRIBE STRUCTURE OF PROJECTI; and

WHEREAS, Pursuant to its responsibilities and obligations as a USCIS approved and designated
Regional Center within the Immigrant Investor Program, VRC desires to obtain assistance with
oversight of the IPROJECT ENTITY] Project within VRC and to assure the project's compliance
with U.S. immigration laws and regulations, as well as all applicable federal and state securities laws
and regulations, concerning investments within a regional center in the EB-5 visa preference category,
and thereby, to have greater assurance of its compliance with regional center requirements; and

V/HEREAS, IPROJECT ENTITY] desires to engage the Vermont Regional Center hereunder to
provide certain services and oversight in order to affiliate with the Vermont Regional Center in order
that indirect and induced jobs created by the IPROJECT ENTITY] Project may be counted for
purposes of the EB-5 Program,

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual agreements, and representations set forth herein,
the parties agree as follows:

l. Principal Representatives. ACCD will promptly request that USCIS acknowledge ACCD's
designation of Patricia Moulton, Secretary of the Agency of Commerce and Community Development
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and Susan L. Donegan, Commissioner, Department of Financial Regulation as the principal
representatives of ACCD in its capacity as a Regional Center.

2. Principal Adminístrators. ACCD will promptly request that USCIS acknowledge ACCD's
designation of John Kessler, General Counsel for the Agency of Commerce and Community
Development, and Eugene Fullam of the Agency of Commerce and Community Development as

the principal administrators of the Regional Center.

3. Project Designatíon ACCD will promptly request that USCIS approve the [PROJECT
ENTITYI Project as an approved EB-5 capital investment project within the Vermont Regional
Center with U.S. immigration laws and regulations, as well as all applicable federal and state
securities laws and regulations, controlling the investment process and participation in a regional
center, and to report upon the activities of the IPROJECT ENTITY] Project to ACCD and
respond to ACCD inquiries about the projects and assist ACCD to comply with its obligations as

a regional center with respect to the IPROJECT ENTITY] Project.

4. Ouarterlv Reporting. Within 30 business days of the close of each IPROJECT ENTITY] fiscal
quarter, IPROJECT ENTITY] will submit quarterly reports to DFR for the preceding fiscal
quarter and year-to-date detailing:

a. all relevant efforts to promote investment in the IPROJECT ENTITY] Project;
b. number of investors, the status of alien investor capital (in escrow, transfers from
escrow to the limited partnership);
c. any Requests for Evidence and responses to Requests for Evidence received or
produced by IPROJECT ENTITY];
d. escrow account statements for the time period of the report;
e. activity of Key Personnel of the Project Company in furtherance of the IPROJECT
ENTITYI Project including accounting reports;
f. as it becomes available, information related to each alien investor including:

I. Name;
II. Date of Birth;
III. Country of nationality;
IV. The U.S. city and state of residence if in the U.S.;
V.I-526 or I-829 Alien Entrepreneur Petition (*I-526 Petition") receipt number;
VI. Alien registration number (if assigned);
VII. Status of alll-526 or I-829 Petitions in connection with the IPROJECT
ENTITY] Project (such as "in preparation", "filed with USCIS," "approved by
USCIS," "denied by USCIS," "filed with the USCIS office of Administrative
Appeals," etc.);
VIII. Total number of visas represented per investor;
IX. Date(s) of investment in IPROJECT ENTITY];
X. Amount(s) of investment in IPROJECT ENTITY]; and,

XI. The date(s), nature, and amount(s) of any payment, remuneration, profit, or
return on investment made to the alien investor by IPROJECT ENTITY];

g. total investor capital (alien and domestic) in IPROJECT ENTITY] and the Project
Company
h. Any other information the Vermont Regional Center may reasonably require.
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5. Annual Reporting. IPROJECT ENTITY], at the close of its fiscal year, will annually file with DFR
both a quarterly report and a legal opinion from counsel certifying that IPROJECT ENTITY] is not in
default in the performance or observance of any of the covenants, provisions or conditions of this
Agreement, or if IPROJECT ENTITY] shall be in default, such IPROJECT ENTITYI shall specify all
such defaults, the nature thereof, a detailed plan for curing the default, and the progress made toward
restoring compliance. IPROJECT ENTITY] will also file with DFR, upon completion of the audit
requirement under covenant sixteen (16) below, all financial statements, opinions, and certifications
provided by the hired independent, licensed certified public accountant.

6. Ouarterl:¡ Site Visits. On behalf of [PROJECT ENTITY] the Project Company will
coordinate and will cooperate with the Vermont Regional Center as it conducts site visits,
document requests, and examinations on a quarterly basis or more frequently upon reasonable
notice, to ensure compliance with all provisions of this Agreement and representations made in
the [PROJECT ENTITY] private placement memorandum.

7. Material Changes. IPROJECT ENTITY] will provide written notice to the Vermont
Regional Center within fifteen (15) days of a material change to information disclosed in the
private placement memorandum or any change that will materially affect the investors' rights

8. Support of Regional Center. IPROJECT ENTITY] will support the operation, purpose, and
goals of the Vermont Regional Center by:

a. providing investment-related and supporting documentation to prospective investors;
b. supplying economic analysis and modeling reports from a qualified economist on
direct and indirectjob creation;
c. defining investment opportunities within the IPROJECT ENTITY] Project including
but not limited to classes of shares or membership interests;
d. complying with relevant regulatory or administrative requirements in support of
individual I-526 or I-829 Petitions and other petitions filed with USCIS by immigrant
investors in IPROJECT ENTITY];
e. encouraging investment and employment creation within the Vermont Regional Center
through marketing at emigration fairs and conferences with individual investors outside
the United States;
f. maintaining a website to promote and describe the [PROJECT ENTITY] Project to the
extent such website and promotion therefor is not in violation of On-Going Compliance;
g. preparing a desirable business plan to encourage individual investments in IPROJECT
ENTITY];
h. establishing escrow accounts to assist orderly investment in IPROJECT ENTITY];
i. facilitating, on a fee basis, the preparation and submission of the I-526 Petition and
petitions for other immigration benefits to USCIS or the Department of State for
individual investors;
j. providing information related to any entities carryrngout the activities of the
IPROJECT ENTITY] Project;
k. ensuring the Project Company structures the enterprise so that it creates requisite
employment prior to the investors seeking removal of conditions;
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l. ensuring the Project Company to commence and complete the IPROJECT ENTITY]
Project and its operations in a reasonably timely manner;
m. providing operating expertise and personnel to operate the IPROJECT ENTITY]
Project effi ciently and effectively;
n. making referrals to advisors who may assist with issues arising from relocation by the
investor and the investor's spouse and children if requested by individual investors; and
o. Complying with any other reasonable request of the Vermont Regional Center in
furtherance of its operations, purpose, and goals.

9. Good Faith Dealing. IPROJECT ENTITY] agrees to promote investment in the IPROJECT
ENTITY] Project and to perform its obligations under this Agreement honestly, consistently and
fairly in furtherance of its efforts to assist the Vermont Regional Center with the oversight and

management of IPROJECT ENTITY] Project.

10. Independence and Liabilitv. The IPROJECT ENTITY] Project will act in an independent
capacity and not as officers or employees of the State.

The IPROJECT ENTITY] Project shall defend the State and its officers and employees against
all claims or suits arising in whole or in part from any act or omission of the IPROJECT
ENTITYI Project or of any agent of the IPROJECT ENTITY] Project. The State shall notify the

IPROJECT ENTITY] Project in the event of any such claim or suit, and the IPROJECT
ENTITYI Project shall immediately retain counsel and otherwise provide a complete defense
against the entire claim or suit.

After a final judgment or settlement, the IPROJECT ENTITY] Project may request recoupment
of specific defense costs and may file suit in Washington Superior Court requesting recoupment.
The [PROJECT ENTITY] Project shall be entitled to recoup costs only upon a showing that such
costs were entirely unrelated to the defense of any claim arising from an act or omission of the

IPROJECT ENTITY] Project.

The IPROJECT ENTITY] Project shall indemnify the State and its officers and employees in the
event that the State, its officers or employees become legally obligated to pay any damages or losses

arising from any act or omission of the IPROJECT ENTITY] Project.

II. Administrative Fees.

IPROJECT ENTITY] will pay to ACCD an administrative fee to support administration of the EB-5
Regional Center program. The fee established under 10 V.S.A. $ 21 authorizes the ACCD Secretary
to assess an administrative charge to support the operations of the ACCD Regional Center and to
cover the costs of providing specialized services in support of participating economic development
projects. The fee will be due and payable to ACCD as described in Exhibit A hereto.

12. Financial and Legal Disclosure. IPROJECT ENTITY] will disclose to the Vermont
Regional Center any and all of the following occuffences or circumstances pertaining to any
business ever owned or directed by any person or entity associated with the IPROJECT
ENTITY] Project, its owners, principals, and directors, in every case promptly after IPROJECT
ENTITY] has received knowledge or rsasonably should have knowledge or information thereof:
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a. previous bankruptcy or insolvency proceedings under any applicable federal, state, or
foreign law;
b. any appointment of a receiver, liquidator, assignee, trustee, or other similar official;
c. any assignment for the benefit of creditors generally;
d. any admission in writing of inability to pay debts as they become due;
f. any and all civil or criminal securities investigations, charges, or orders by federal,
state, foreign, or self-regulatory securities regulators against IPROJECT ENTITY], its
owners, principals, or directors;
g. any and all criminal convictions or criminal proceedings, judgments or plea bargains,
in and with any jurisdiction, even if such charges or convictions were dismissed,
pardoned, expunged, nullifi ed or retroactively extinguished;
h. any and all allegations of fraud or tax evasion by any tribunal in the world even if these
allegations were not prosecuted, or were dismissed or eventually expunged or pardoned
or subject to any clemency;
i. any tax liens, judgments or past due tax liabilities against themselves;
j. atry and all civil claims, litigation, lawsuits or arbitration proceedings where any are or
have been named as parties anywhere in the world;
k. a disclosure statement regarding related party transactions, actual and apparent
conflicts of interest.

13. Brokerage Services. IPROJECT ENTITY] will ensure that any agents thereof are properly
registered as Broker-Dealers under Federal, State, or SelÊRegulatory law as applicable. Upon
request, IPROJECT ENTITY] will provide to the Vermont Regional Center copies of any
payment or service agreements with any and all persons receiving fees or commissions from the

IPROJECT ENTITY] Project or a related entity based on the successful investment in the
offering by prospective investors.

14. Escrow qf Investor Funds. Unless otherwise mutually agreed by the Vermont Regional Center and

IPROJECT ENTITY], IPROJECT ENTITY] will ensure that such investor's funds are held only in
lawful U.S. currency in an escrow account at a U.S. banking institution unaffiliated with IPROJECT
ENTITYI and with a minimum Moody's bank level credit rating of A3 (or equivalent with Standard
and Poor's or Fitch). Funds must be retained in the escrow account until USCIS approves fiveI-526
petitions. Thereafter, funds may be released on an investor-by-investor basis to IPROJECT ENTITY]
as I-526 Petitions are approved, unless IPROJECT ENTITY] provides evidence acceptable to the
Vermont Regional Center of insurance protecting against the risk of anI-526 denial.

15. Marketing Materials. IPROJECT ENTITYI must review and certify to the Vermont
Regional Center that all marketing information and materials, including translations, licenses of
agents, and websites, are materially accurate and consistent with the representations in the

IPROJECT ENTITY]' offering document and comply with all applicable state and federal laws.

16. Independent Audít IPROJECT ENTITY] will employ one or more independent, licensed certified
public accountants to complete an annual audit of IPROJECT ENTITY] and all of its financial affairs
in full compliance with the prevailing Auditing Standards of the American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants (AICPA).
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17. Changes in Key PersonneL IPROJECT ENTITY] and the Project Company shall be responsible
for providing updates to the Vermont Regional Center of any changes made to key personnel in the

IPROJECT ENTITY] Project, promptly after IPROJECT ENTITY] or the Project Company is in
receipt of information about any such change. Participation in the Vermont Regional Center may be
based upon the level of confidence the Vermont Regional Center maintains in its sole discretion
conceming the key participants and their collective ability to deliver a successful EB-5 project. For
the purposes of this covenant, "Key Personnel" shall mean owners, principals, directors, officers,
managers, sponsors, attorneys or any person fulfilling a similar type role in the oversight and
management of the company.

18. Investor Relations. IPROJECT ENTITY] shall provide at least semi-annual written
communication with its investors on the progress and status of their investment and the EB5 project it
supports.

19. Due Dílígence i4formation IPROJECT ENTITY] will provide the Vermont Regional Center
with the information listed hereunder.

a. Identification of all assets and liabilities of IPROJECT ENTITY];
b. The capital structure of the IPROJECT ENTITY] Project

I. existing assets;
II. completed project value; and,
III. stabilized value.

c. IPROJECT ENTITY] business plan including projected financial statements, anticipated tax
credits, project value(s) and existing assets. Financial statements include a balance sheet,
statement of cash flows, as well as a profit and loss statement in accordance with Generally
Accepted Accounting Principles. Other project related information including, but not limited
to:

I. feasibility study andlor third party market study as determined by the Vermont
Regional Center;
II. loan documents;
III. business plan, detailed projections and their factual support;
IV. economist's job creation analysis and report;
V. evidencethat an investor is either a foreign investor or an accredited investor;
VI. a list of Key Personnel resumes and credentials.

d. Certificates of insurance for any and all entities associated with the IPROJECT ENTITY]
Project showing all policies of insurance for all insurable risks.
e. Identification by n¿ìme and function third-party service providers in the IPROJECT
ENTITYI Project including:

I. Law firm(s) and other in-house counsel for advising on and ensuring compliance
with all federal law and regulation applicable to the EB5 program, including but not
limited to DHS and USCIS regulations governing EB5 investor-funded projects, SEC
regulations governing securities and investments, and the State of Vermont DFR.
II. Economist(s) or other consultant(s) providing economic analysis to support project
compliance with EB5 job creation requirements.
III. Marketing and promotion professional(s) and firm(s) assisting the IPROJECT
ENTITYI Project in gamering support from EB5 investors and other financial
institutions and sources of financing.
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IV. Accounting and auditing firm(s) that will provide professional services to provide
advice on and ensure compliance with all financial aspects of the IPROJECT ENTITY]
Project.
V. Agents, brokers or other persons who will represent the IPROJECT ENTITY]
Project in pursuit of EB5 investors.

f. Copies of all permits required for construction and operation of IPROJECT ENTITY] as

acquired.
g. Certification of good standing with Vermont Department of Taxes and US Internal
Revenue Service.
h. Evidence of timely compliance with all state and federal payroll withholding requirements.

20. Choice o-f Law. This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of Vermont.

21. Modi-fìcation This Agreement may be modified by written mutual consent of the parties.

22. Compliance with Laws. IPROJECT ENTITY] will comply with all applicable federal, state,
muni cipal, s elf-re gul atory, and international I aw.

23. Authorit.v over MOU. Subject to delivery of written notice from the Vermont Regional
Center to IPROJECT ENTITY] and IPROJECT ENTITY]' subsequent thirty (30) day right to
cure such matters as noticed or described hereunder, the Vermont Regional Center may terminate
this Agreement and the IPROJECT ENTITY] project's EB-5 designation, placing the project on
hold, freezing the use of investor funds, and discontinuing marketing of the project, by notifying
IPROJECT ENTITY] in writing for reasons including but not limited to the following:

a. Harm to the Vermont brand as determined by the Vermont Regional Center in
consultation with the State's Chief Marketing Officer
b. Material misrepresentation or fraud by IPROJECT ENTITY] in connection with the

IPROJECT ENTITY] EB-5 Project;
c. Material misstatements or misleading information by IPROJECT ENTITY], its agents.
brokers or immigration agents sourcing investors abroad with respect to the terms or
expected financial performance of an investment, or about an investor's ability to secure
a green card;
d. Failure to timely submit any reasonably requested information or records requested by the
Vermont Regional Center; or
e. Failure to comply with any of the terms or conditions of this Agreement.

Notwithstanding the VRC's right to cancel this Agreement and the [PROJECT ENTITY] Project as
described above, if the Vermont Regional Center, in its sole discretion, determines it would serve the
interests of investors to facilitate an orderly transition of the IPROJECT ENTITY] Project to a new
Vermont Regional Center sponsor the Vermont Regional Center may require IPROJECT ENTITY] to
fulfill its responsibilities under this Agreement until a new sponsor is found or formed to assume

IPROJECT ENTITY]'s duties hereunder; and, if the VRC, in its sole discretion, determines to
continue the project, it shall not terminate this Agreement until such time as a successor sponsor is
secured for the IPROJECT ENTITY] Project. The Vermont Regional Center shall not unreasonably
withhold approval of a replacement sponsor.
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24. Expenses and Bill Back. IPROJECT ENTITY] shall pay all necessary fees and expenses incurred
for the engagement of third party service providers by the Vermont Regional Center directly related to
its obligations as a USCIS approved Regional Center to oversee the [PROJECT ENTITY] Project and
its obligations under this Agreement. All such fees and expenses are to be paid directly to the ACCD
or DFR, as applicable, as and when such fees and expenses become due and payable within thirty (30)
days after receipt of an invoice from the Vermont Regional Center.

25. Maintenance o.f Corporate Existence and Ouali.fìcation IPROJECT ENTITY] agrees that as long
as [PROJECT ENTITY] owes any duty to any investor, it will maintain its existence, will not
dissolve, liquidate or otherwise dispose of all or substantially all of its assets, and will not consolidate
with, allow itself to be acquired or merge into another corporation or permit one or more other
corporations to consolidate with or merge into it without the prior written approval of the Vermont
Regional Center and investors.

26. Notices. Notices given hereunder shall be in writing and delivered by courier or by registered U.S.
mail to:

For ACCD:

The ACCD Secretary or ACCD General Counsel
1 National Life Drive
National Life Building, Drawer 20
Montpelier, VT 05620-050 I

For DFR:

EB-5 Compliance Group
c/o Director of Capital Markets
City Center
89 Main Street
Montpelier, VT 05602

IPROJECT ENTITYI

The parties have executed this Agreement in duplicate originals as of the date of their signatures
affixed below.

State of Vermont Agency of Commerce and Community Development

Dated:

Patricia Moulton, Secretary
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State of Vermont Department of Financial Regulation

Dated:

Susan L. Donegan, Commissioner

IPROJECT ENTITYI

Dated:

(ENTER APPLICABLE PERSON)
Duly Authonzed, Agent
IPROJECT ENTITY]
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Exhibit A

Fee Structure

Non-Refundable Application to RC (lx cost):
(May be paid over 12 months)

$25,000

Regional Center Oversisht:
(To be completed after Regional Center review and comments)

$15,000

Monthlv Fee: $ 2,500
(Paid quarterly from date of MOU signing until all Project investors receive their 1829.)

Regional Center Services
Initial Legal Review - Prior to submission to Regional Center counsel.
On-Going Investor Referrals - The Regional Center is regularly contacted by highly qualified
investors and potential agents regarding approved projects. We provide contact information for each
of our approved projects.
Up to 20 Days of Travel on Behalf of Project - All airfare, meals, rooms, taxi and other
transportation paid for directly or reimbursed by the project.
Project Monitoring - For compliance with MOU covenants is ongoing.

Quarterly Due Diligence Meetings - Done in conjunction with Department of Financial Regulation.
Investor Inquires and Complaints - The Regional Center often fields calls and emails from
potential or actual project investors. A reasonable number of inquiries and complaints are included in
the monthly fee.
Attendance at AILA, IIUSA, ILW and Other Industry Conferences - If the Regional Center has a
booth at a conference and the Regional Center displays project's marketing materials.
Website Marketing - Project and contact information is listed on state website.
I-924A Annual Filing. USCIS Reporting - As needed.
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l)ouglas Flauer | 6I-i 348 3044 | dheuer(lmintz.corn

One Financial Center
Boston, ù{,\ 021 1.1

61i -542-6004
{¡17-54?-2241 tx
wrvrv.mintz,cclm

Re

August 23,2016
U.S, Citizenship and Immigration Services
Immigrant Investor Program
131 M Street, NE
Mailstop 2235
Washington,DC 20529

Agency of Commerce and Community Development (ACCD/V'ermont Regional
Ccnter): RCW1536353984

De¿u'Sir or Madam:

I am writing to confirm my direct knowledge of fävorable fàcts that should lead USCIS to the
conclusion that the Vermont Regional Center is continuing to promote economic growth.
Additionally, I can confrm that based on my personal experience and observations the
DepaflÌïìent of Financial Regulation (DFR) is playing an active role in supervising EB-5 proìects

to increase investor protections and the overall integrity of the EB-5 Program in Vermont.

Mintz Levin has served as securities law and immigration counsel for two of the state's largest
EB-5 projects, South Face Village at Okemo and Mount's Snow's Carinthia Group 1/2. Togethcr
these otlèrings are proiected to result in rnore than S80 million of EB-5 job creating capital
flowing into Vermont. The vast majority ofjobs created by this capital will be spuned in the
coming years. There is no question that economic growth will continue in Vermont as a direct
lesult of EB-5 financing. ACCD is clearly positioned to achieve economic growth in Vermont
through EB-5 capital, provided that the state's EB-5 program continues.

Vermont also has the potential to lead the EB-5 industry in best practices on the secudties iaw
and investor protection fionts. DFR is now ovel'sccing the EB-5 program in Velmont. 'Ihis

makes a reai difference. Regulatols at DFR ale trained in frand detection ancÌ examination, in
addition to understanding the securities industry, For example, William R. Carrigan, the new
Deputy Commissioner of DFR, is a Certified Fraud Examiner. Michael Pieciak, DFR's new
Commissionei- as of July 2016. is a Skadden Arps trained lawyer with broad exposure to
securities law. Cornmissioner Pieciak and Deputy Commissioner Carrigan have the ability to
shape protective policies for investors that would be unheard of in privately owned regional
centers. Ari example is cluarterly audits of projects by DFR. Vemont is leading the country in
EB-5 integrity with its rnodel of DFR and ACCD partnering to administer and oversee EB-5.
This structure is a model f-or other states,

truly

Douglas Hauer

N[intz, Lcvin, Cohn, Ferris, Glovskv and Popeo, P.C,

lìr.rs'r'()x { l,oxLt0N l l.os r\ñ(;r,ir.tis l Nrin'Y()RK i Sr\ì'r L)il1(ì() lS,\N lrR¡\N(:rsco l SrlNtl,<I|) l W^slllN(ì'l (iN
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.r{...\TERIVIONT
Agency of Commerce and Community Development
:. National Life Drive - Davis Bldg, 6tl Floor
Montpelier, VT o56zo-o5or
accd.verrnont.gov

[phone] 8oz-828-3zrr

I|l4ay 24,2016

USCIS Investor Program Office
131 M Street, NE
3'd Floor Maitstop 2235
Washington,DC 20529
USCIS.ImmiqrantlnvestorProsram@uscis.dhs. eov

Office of Public Engagement
13iMStreet,NE
3'd Floor Mailstop2235
Washington,DC 20529
Public.Engagerne¡lt@uscis. dhs. gov

Re: Urgent Policy Level Questions - Jay Peak Resorts

To Whom It Concerns:

The Vermont Regional Center, along with the court appointed Receiver of Jay Peak and related projects, are

writing this letter to advocate for all Jay Peak EB-5 investors currently in the immigration petitioning process
(whether 1526 or 1829) for Jay Peak Phases I through VIIL

As you are well aware, the State of Vermont initiated a civil action alleging investor fraud at EB-5 projects
run by Jay Peak. The State of Vermont action is taken in coordination with the U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC), which filed a similar action in the United States District Court for the Southern District
of Florida (the "U.S District Court") on April 11,2016. Filings in these cases are available at
www.dfr.vermont.qov and wwwjaypeakreceivership.com

Since December 2AI4, Vermont's EB-5 Regional Center, in partnership with the Vermont Department of
Financial Regulation, has been conducting an in-depth financial review of the aforementioned projects. The
U.S. District Court appointed a receiver who has assumed control of all Jay Peak assets and is in the early
stages of seeking to stabilize the business operations, coordinate with the EB-5 investors, and develop a plan
to meet the investors' immigration requireménts and protect their investment.

Given the unique circumstances of this particular alleged fraud, we trust USCIS will acknowledge the
verifiable job creation that exists in several of the Jay Peak projects as well as the associated quality of the
underlying assets and income streams. Taken together, these tangible and definable measures provide Jay
Peak EB-5 investors and, ultimately the USCIS, the optionality to formulate favorable investor outcomes.



USCIS Investor Program Office
Office of Public Engagement
Page2
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In an eflbrt to find solutions that permit Jay Peak investors the opportunity to achieve green card status, we
respectfully submit for your review several reasoned proposals that can be taken individually and / or
collectively. For example:

i. Public Policy Concerns: Reflecting public policy concerns, especially the possible deportation of
EB-5 investors facing 1829 "timing out" issues, we recommend that USCIS designate "extraordinary
exemption status" to all Jay Peak EB-5 investors given that the fraud perpetuated upon these

investors, which was implemented by the projects' principals, was not of their cloing. Since USCIS
legislation nor regulations appear to prohibit this suggestion, USCIS could conceivably choose to
make policy in this extraordinary situation, especially if the business plan is executed and job
creation is achieved or progressing as planned.

ii. Job Pooling Concept: Where excess jobs were created in the earlier Jay Peak projects versus a clear
deficiency in the latter projects, the Vermont Regional Center and the Receiver propose the concept

ofpooling all jobs under one-project umbrella versus analyzing each project independent ofthe other
given the nature of the alleged fraud and misappropriation of EB-5 investor monies. According to our
analysis, a surplus ofjobs exists thereby permitting such consideration. This is also consistent with
the "in good faith, substantially met" approach in regulations 8 CFR 216.6 and is consistent with the

fact that the projects' principals cornminglecl money amongst the projects so that investors' money
actually did createjobs, albeit not in the intended project.

iii. Transfer of Investors to Other Projects Within the Jay Peak Umbrella: Given the dearth ofjob
creation in Phase VII (ANC Biomedical Research Park), we suggest transfening ANC Bio investors
to other projects such as Phase VIII (Burke Hotel) and to a lesser extent Phase VI (Stateside).

Additionally, wc propose that this transfer process allow investors to maintain priority date status.

iv. A Coordinated Effort Between the Receiver, USCIS and Vermont Regional Centcr:
Unclerstanding that a sale of an individual asset(s) could be considered a failure of the EB-5 investors

to sustain the planned investment pursuant to the initial business plan, thereby jeopardizing an

investor's eligibility for U.S. permanent residence, we respectfully propose that USCIS permit the

modification of business plans to allow the Receiver to continue to develop unfinished Jay Peak

projects (notably Phase Vi Stateside) or sell projects under an arrangement that allows for the

continued operation of the projects under the EB-5 program in order to preserve the ER-5 investors'
claims for benefits. Furthermore, we ask USCIS to allow the Receiver to restore divertecl capital
through other financing options specifically additional capital raises from existing and / or new
prospective investors or from damages recovered from the third party wrongdoers.

As we proceed forward in administering our duties as an approved USCIS designated EB-5 regional center

and as a court appointed receiver, it is imperative that we address collectively this high profile situation and
the urgent policy implications surrounding the unique issues facing the Jay Peak EB-5 investors and their
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May 24,2016

attainment of green cards. Accordingly, we would welcome the opportunity to meet in-person with the
appropriate USCIS personnel in Washington D,C, to discuss the proposals raised in this letter to collectively
remedy the situation for all investors,

Sincerely,

Patricia Moulton, Secretary
Agency of Commerce & Community Development
One National Life Drive
Deane C, Davis Building / 6th Flr
Montpelier, VT 05620-0501
Dir: 802.451.9578
pat.moulton@.vermont. gov

Michael I.
Receiver of J Resort and Related Projects
350 East Las Olas Boulevard I Suite 1600 I Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301-2999
Dir 954.468.2444\Main: 954,463,2700 l Cell: 954.770ß800 l Fax: 954.463,2224
michael. go ldber g@akerman, com

e (le_
{ \\çu,v.

Eugene J. Fullam, Director
State of Vermont EB-5 Regional Center
One National Life Drive
Deane C, Davis Building / 6th Flr
Monþelier, VT 05620-0501
Dir:802,272.8856
eu genE. full am@vermont, gov
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Department of Homeland Security
LI.S. Citizenship and [mmigratíon Services

OMB No. l6l5-006 t; Expires 04/30/2018

Form l-924A,
Supplement to Form l-924

Part l. Information About Principal of the Regional Center
Name: Last Middle

LynnMoulton

In Care Of: Vermont Agêncy of Commerce e community DevelopnenÈ (VÀCCD) Regional CenÈer

streetAddress/P.o..Box: l Netioaal Life Drive / oeane c. Davis Bldg. ,/ 6th Froor

City: MonÈpelier Zip Code: 05620
Date of Bi¡th
(mm/dd/yyyy)i 08 / L3 / t9s9

Web site add¡ess: eb5 . ver¡nont - Eov

Telephone Number
(íncludeareacode): 802 828 5204

l.'irst

PåfËiêiå

State: VT

Fax Number
(includeareacode): 8OZ 828 32Sg

USClS-assigned number for the Designated Regional Center (attach the
Regional Centefs most recently issued approval notice) RCÌ{ 10319102s5

Part 2. Application Type (Select one)

El a. Suppremenrrorthefïlî'L*,r^oi"rI;:5r.- 3ç, zoL6 (yyyy)

! l. supptementfloraSeriesof Fiscal YearsBegínningonOctober l,-(YYYI) andEndingonseptember 30,_(yyyy)

Part 3. Information About the Regional Center

(use a continuation sheet, if needed, to provide information for additional management companies/agencies, regional center principals,
agents, individuals. or entities who are or will be involved in the management, oversight, and administratíon of the regional center.)

A- NameofRegionalCenter: vT Agency of Commêrce É Cornmunity Development.(VÀCCD)Regional c€rt'êr

StreetAddress/P.o.Box: l National Life Drive/Deane c. Davis BLdg, / 6th Floor

City: llontpelier Zip Cbde: 05620

Web site ebS -vermonÈ.g'ov
Address:

B. Name of Managing Company/Agency: N/A

Telephone BZ
(includeaieacode): 8A2 ffitt

State VT

Fax Number
(includeareacode): BO2 g2A 32Sg

Street Address/P.O, Box

City

Vr'eb site
Address:

C. Name of Other Agent: N/À

Stâte: Zip Coder

Telephone
area code)include area code):

Number

St¡eet Address/P.O. Box

City

Web site
Address:

State:

Fax Number
(include area codê):

ZipCode:

ephone
(include area code);

Forml-9244 04i27116 Y ?agcl



Part 3. Information About the Regional Center (Continued)

Answer the following questions for the time period identified in Part 2 of this form. Note: lf extra space is needed to complete any
item, attach a continuation shee! indicate the item number, and provide the response.

1. tdentifl the aggregate EB-5 capital investment andjob creation has been the focus ofEB-S capital investments sponsored through
the regional center. (Note: Separately identif,, jobs maintained through investments in "troubled businesses.")

Aggregate EB-5 Capital Investment

s20 ,000 ,000

Aggregate Direct and Indirect Job Creation

14

Aggregate Jobs Maintained

62t

2. ldenti$ each industry that has been the focus ofEB-5 capital investments sponsored through the Regional Center, and the
resulting aggregate EB-5 capital investment and job creation. (Note: Separately identif jobs maintained through investments in
"troubled businesses".)

a. Industry Category Title:

Ski Resort, & Operations
NAICS Code for the Industry Category

71192

Aggregate EB-5 Capital Investment

913,500,000

Aggregate Direct and Indirect Job Creation Aggregate Jobs Maintained

374

b. Industry Category Title:

Brevrery Operations
NAICS Code tbr the Industry Category

312L20
Aggregate EB-5 Capital lnvestment

$6,500 ,000

Aggregate Direct and Indirect Job Creation

74

Aggregate Jobs Maintained

111

c. lndustry Category Titte:

Nonscheduled Charterad Passenger Àir Transport
NAICS Code for the Industry Category

44L211

Aggregate EB-5 Capital Investment

$o

Aggregate Direct and Indirect Job Creation

0

Aggregate Jobs Maintained

3. Provide the following information for each job creating commercial enterprise located within the geographic scope of your
regional center that has received EB-5 investor capital:

a. Name of Commercial Enterprise:

CarinthiaGroupLe2LP
Industry Category Title:

Ski Resort Ê Operations

Address (Street Number and Name):

39 Mount Snow Road,

Cíty:

Þlest Dover

State:

VT

Zip Code

053s6

Aggregate EB-5 Capital Investment

90

Aggregate Di,rect and Indirect Job Creation

0

Aggregate Jobs Maintained

INo fiyesDoes this EB-5 commercial enterprise serve as a vehicle for investment into other business entities that
have or will create or maintain jobs for EB-5 purposes?

Form I-9244 04121116 Y Pagel



Part 3, Information About the Regional Center (Conrinued)

lfyes' then identi& the name and address ofeachjob creating business, as well as the amount ofEB-5 capital investment and
job creation/maintenance associated with each job creating business.

(l) Busíness Name:

!{est Lake Watê¡ Project, LLC.

Industry Category Title:

Ski ReEort 6 Operat,ions

Address (Street Number and Name)

89 Grand Summit. f{ay

City:

Wêat, Dover

State:

VT

Zip Code:

05356

EB-5 Capital lnvestment

s0

Direct and lnrlirect Job Creation

0

Jobs Maintained

(2) Business Name:

Carint'hia Ski Lodge, LLC

tndustry Category Title:

Ski Râsorù & Operations

Address (Street Number and Name):

89 Grand Sumnit, ffay

City:

Itlegt Dovsr

State:

VT

Zip Code:

053s 6

EB-5 Capital lnvestment

$0

Dírect ând [ndirect Job Creation

0

Jobs Maintained

b. Name of Commercial Enterprise:

SouthFacsVill.age at Okamo DevelopnenùFund Lp

Industry Category Title:

Ski Rgsort ê Operat,ions

Address (Streêt Number and Name)

213 Court, gtrêeÈ
City:

MiddleÈown
Stâte:

c1

Zip Code:

o64s7

Aggregate EB-5 Capital fnvesfment

$o

Aggregate Dírect and lndirect Job Creation

0

Aggregate Jobs Mtaintained

(1) Brisiness Name:

SouthFaceVillage at Okemo Development Co,lLC

Does this EB-5 comrnercial enterprise serve âs a vehicle for investment into other business entities that
have or wilt create or maintain jobs for EB-5 purposes? f Uo $ Yes

lfyes, then identif, the name and address ofeachjob creating business, as well as the amount ofEB-S capital investment and
job creation/maintenance associatcd with each job creat¡ng business.

Industry Category Títle:

Ski Resort & Opêraeions

Address (Street Number and Name)

T¡ailside Road

City

Ludlow

State:

VT

Zip Code

05149

EB-5 Capítal Investment

9o

Dírect ancl f ndirect Job Creation
'0

Jobs Maíntaincd

Formt-924,{ 041?7/16 Y ?aeel



Part 3. Information About the Regional Center (Continued)

(2) Business Name: Industry Category Title

Address (Street Number and Name): City State: Zip Code:

EB-5 Capital Investment Direct and Indirect Job C¡eation Jobs Maintained

c. Name of Commercial EntÖrprise:

Q Burke Mountain Resort/Hotel/Conf Ctr Ï"P

Industry Category Title:

Ski Resort & Operations

Address (Street Number and Name):

223 Sherburne Lodge Road

City:

East, Burkè
State:

VT

Zip Code:

0s832

Aggregate EB-5 Capital Investment

13,500 ,000

Aggregate Direct and Indirect Job Creation

0

Aggregate Jobs Maintained

Does this EB-S commercial enterprise serve as a vehicle for investment into other business entities
that have or will create or maintain jobs for EB-5 purposes? E No I Ves

lf yes, then identiff the name and address of each job creating business, as well as the amount of EB-5 capital investment and
job creation/maintenance associated with each job creating business.

(l) Business Name Industry Category Title:

Address (Street Number and Name): City: State:

vÍ
Zip Code:

EB-5 Capital Investment Direct and Indirect Job Creation Jobs Maintained

(2) Business Name: Industry Category Title:

Address (Street Number and Name): C¡ty State Zip Code:

EB-5 Capital Investment Direct and Indirect Job Creation Jobs Maintained

Forml-9244 04127116 Y Page4



Part 3. Information About the Regional Center (Conti nued)

d. Name of Commercial Enterprise:

EBS America-SuEarbush Fund Lp

lndustry Category Title:

Ski Reso¡t & OperaÈions

Address (Street Number and Name):

1806 11th st, N9r

City:

flashington D, C,

State:

DC

ZipCode:

20001

Aggregate EB-s Capital Investment

$o

Aggregate Direct and Indirect Job Creation Aggregate Jobs Maintained

Does this EB-5 commeroial enterprise serve as a vehicle lor investment into other business entities
that have or will create or maintain jobs for EB-5 purposcs? I No ffi ves

Ifyes, then ídentÍf, the name and address ofeachjob creating business, as well as the amount ofEB-5 câp¡tal investment and
job creation/maintenance associated with each job creating business.

(1) BusÍness Name:

SummiÈ Ventures NE LLC

Industry Category Title:

Skí ResorÈ & Operat,iong

Address (Street Number and Name):

1840 Sugarbush Access Road

EB-5 Capitat Investment

$o

City:

llarr€n

Di¡ect and Indirect Job Creation

Zip Code:

056?¿

Jobs Maintained

374

(2) Business Name lndustry Category Title

Address (Street Number and Name): City State: Zip Code:

EB-5 Capital Investment Direct and Indirect Job Creation Jobs Maintained

e. Name of Commercial Enterprise:

Von Trapp Enterprises, tp
Industry Category Title:

Brârterar OperaÈions

Address Street Number and Name:

700 frapp Hilt Road

City

Stowe

State:

VT

Zip Code:

056't2

Aggregate EB-5 Capital Investment

96, s00,000

Aggregate Direct and f ndirect Job Creation

0

Aggregate Jobs Maintaíned

0

f uo ffives
Does this EB-5 commercial enterprise serve as a vehicle for investment into other business entities
that have o¡ will c¡eate or maintain jobs for EB-5 purposes?

Fonnl-9244 04i77116 Y ptge5



Part 3. lnformation About the Regional Center (Continued)

{f then namethe andyes, identifo address of b b us wellas the amounteach j creating lness, of lEB- investntent andcapital
associatedcreation/maintenance írh eachjob business.job reating

(l) Business Name:

Trapp fa.nily Lodge, Inc
Industry Category Title:

Brewery Operations

Address (Street Number and Name):

?00 Trapp Hill Road

Cíty

Stowe
State:

VT

Zip Code:

o5612

EB-5 Capital Invest¡nent

$6, 500 , 000
Direct and lndirect Job Creation

14
Jobs Mlaintained

111

(2) Business Name lndustry Category T¡tle:

Address (Street Number and Name):

EB-5 Capítal [nvesrment Direct and Indirect Job Creatíon

City: Zíp Code:

Jobs Maintained

State:

4.

5.

Provide the total number of approved, denjed and revoked Form t-526 petitions fìled by EB-5 investors making capital
investments sponsored by the regional centcr. (Note: [fan adverse action was ultimately reversed and the petitìon was approved,
then note the case as approved.)

Provide the total number ofapproved, denied and revoked Form f-829 petitíons filed by EB-S investors making capital
investments sponsored by the regional center. (Note: [fan adverse action was ultimately reversed. and the petitìon was approved,
then note the case as approved.)

NOTE: USCIS may require case-specific data relating to indivídual EB-5 petitions and the job creation detsrmination and further
information regarding the alloçation methodologies utilized by a regional center in cerfain instances in order to veriry the aggregate
data provided above.

Form I-526 Petition Fina! Case Actions

Form I-829 Petltlon Final Csse Actioûs

icrlApprnved
----RsrõREA.-

Forml-9244 04127/)6 Y Page6



Part 3. Information About the Regional Center (Continued)

Answer the following questions for thç time period identified in Part 2 of this form. Note: If extra space is needed to complete any
item, attach a continuation sheet, indicate the item number, and provide the response.

1. Identif, the aggregate EB-5 capital investment and job creation has been the focus of EB-5 capital investments sponsored through
the regional center. (Note: Separately identiff jobs maintained through invçstments in "troubled businesses.")

Aggregate EB-5 Capital Investment

$20,000,000
Aggregate Direct and Indirect Job Creation

74

Aggregate Jobs Maintained

621

2. IdentiÛ each industry that has been the focus ofEB-5 capital investments sponsored through the Regional Center, and the
resulting aggregate EB-5 capital investment and job creation. (Note: Separately identifl jobs maintained through investments in
"troubled businesses".)

a. Industry Category Title: NAICS Code for the tndustry Category

Aggregate ËB-5 Capital Investment Aggregate Direct and Indirect Job Creation Aggregate Jobs Maintained

b. Industry Category Tltle: NAICS Code for the Industry Category

Aggregate EB-5 Capital Investment Aggregate Direct and Indirect Job Creation Aggregate Jobs Maintained

c. Industry Category Title: NAICS Code for the Industry Category

Aggregate EB-5 Cap¡tal Investment Aggregate Direct and lndirect Job Creation Aggregate Jobs Mainfained

Provide the following information for each job creating commercial enterprise located within the geographic scope ofyour
regional center that has received EB-5 investor capital:

,e: Name of Commercial Enterprise:

Stowe Airport, Investmênt, tP

Industry Category Title:

Nonscheduled Chartered Passenger Air Tr

Address (Street Number and Name)

125 Mountain Road

City:

Stowe

State:

w
Zip Code:

0s672

Aggregate EB-5 Capital Investment

$o

Aggregate Direct and f ndirect Job Creation Aggregate Jobs Maintained

Does this EB-5 commercial enterprise serye as a vehicle for investment into other business entities that
have or will create or maintain jobs for EB-5 purposes? f]No f,ves

3.

{

Form t-9244 04t21116 Y PaEeitT



Part 3. Information About the Regional Center (Continued)

ffyes, then identiS the name and address ofeachjob creating business, as well as the amount ofEB-5 capital ínvestment and
job creation/maintenance assooiated with each job creating business.

(l) Business Narne:

gÈowe Aviation, LLC

lndustry Category Title;

Nonschedulcd Charle¡ed Passengar Àir T

Address (Skeet Number and Name)l

125 MounÈain Road

City:

Stowe

State:

VT

Zip Code:

o56't2

EB-5 Capital Investment

s0

Direct and fndirect Job Creation

0

Jobs Maíntained

(2) Business Name: Industry Category Title

Address (Street Number and Name): City State: Zip Code:

EB-5 Capital Invesrment Direct and Indirect iob Creation Jobs Maintained

b. Name of Commercial Enterprise: Industry Category Title:

Address (Street Number and Name):

Aggregate F.B-5 Capital Investment

City

Aggregate Direct and Indirect Job Creation

State: Zíp Code:

Aggregate Jobs lvlaintained

Does thís EB-5 commercial enterprise serve as a vehicle for investment into other business entities that
have or will create or maintain jobs for EB-5 purposes? lf ttto fl Yes

tiyes, then identifl the name and address ofeachjob creating business, as well as the amount ofEB-5 capital investrnent and
job creation/maintenance associated wíth each job creating business.

(l) Business Name tndustry Category Title:

Address (Street Number and Name): City State Zip Code

EB-5 Capital fnvestment Direct and Indirect Job Creation Jobs Maintained

Furm l-9244 04127/16 Y paeee I
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Part 3. Information About the Regional Center (Continued)

Answer the following questions for the time period identified in.Part 2 of this form. Note: If extra space is needed to complete any
item, attach a continuation sheet, indicate the item number, and provide the response.

l. Identi! the aggregate EB-5 capital investment andjob creation has been the focus ofEB-5 capital investments sponsored through
the regional center. (Note: Separately identift jobs maintained through investments in'lroubled businesses.,')

Aggregate EB-5 Capital Investment

$20,000,000
Aggregate Direct and Indirect Job Creation

74

Aggregate Jobs Maintained

62L

2. Identifl each industry that has been the focus ofEB-5 capital investments sponsored through the Regional Center, and the
resulting aggregate EB-5 capital investment and job creation. (Note: Separately identi$ jobs maintàined through investments in
"troubled businesses".)

¿.. ,d Industry Category Title:

AgrículturaL Manufacèuring
NAICS Code for the lndustry Category

33311

Aggregate EB-5 Capital Investment

$o

Aggregate Direct and Indirect Job Creation

0

Aggregate Jobs Maintained

136

Jf Industry Category Title:

Carbon Manufacturing
NAICS Code for the Industry Category

33s991
Aggregate EB-5 Capital lnvestment

$o

Aggregate Direct and Indirect Job Creation

0

Aggregate Jobs Maintained

0

c. Industry Category Title: NAICS Code for the Industry Category

Aggregate EB-5 Capital Investment Aggregate Direct and Indirect Job Creation Aggregate Jobs Maintained

3. Provide the following information for each job creating commercial enterprise located within the geographic scope of your
regional center that has received EB-5 investor capital:

,lName of Commercial Enterprise:

VT Opportunity PartnêrE I, Lp

Industry Category Title:

Agricultural Manufacturing

Address (Street Number and Name)

75 Meigs Road

City:

Vergennes

State:

VT

Zip Code:

0s491

Aggregate EB-5 Capital Investment

.$o
Aggregate Direct and Indirect Job Creation

0

Aggregate Jobs Maintained

0

INo IvesDoes this EB-5 commercial enterprise serve as a vehicle for investment into other business entities that
have or will create or maintain jobs for EB-5 purposes?

T

qForm f-9244 04/27/t6 V rage/



Part 3. Inforrnation About the Regional Center (Continued)

If yes, then identifi the name and address of each job creating business, as well as the arnount of EB-5 capital investment and
job,creation/maintenance associated with each job creatíng business.

(l) Business Name:

CHP Holdings/ fnc-
Industry Category Title:

Agricultural Manufacturing

Address (Str€et Number and Name):

?5 Meigs Road

City

Vergennes
State:

vT

Zip Code:

05491

EB-5 Capital Investment

$o

Direct and Indireit Job Creation

0

Jobs Maintained

136

(2) Business Name: [ndustry Category Títle:

Address (Street Number and Name): City: State Zip Code:

EB-5 Capital Investment Direct and lndirect Job Creation Jobs Maintained

h J Name of Commercial Enterprise:

st{cP, LP.

tndustry Category Títle:

Carbon ManufacÈuring

Address (Street Number and Name):

31 Depot' Ave¡¡uê

City

f{indsor
State:

VT

Zip Code:

0508 9

Aggregate EB-5 Capital lnvestment

9o

Aggregnte Direct and Indirecr Job Creation

0

Aggregate Jobs Maintained

o

Does this EB-5 commercial enterprise serve as a vehicle for investrnent into other business entities that
have or will crcatc or maintain jobs for EB-5 purposes? E No ffi Yes

Ifyes, then identi$r the name and address ofeachjob creatìng husiness, as well as the amount ofEB-5 capit¡l investment and
job creation/maintenance associated with each job creating busi ness.

(1) Business Name:

Ssldon Technologies, Ine
f ndustry Category Title:

Carbon Manufacturing

Address (Street Number and Name):

31 Depot Àvenuê

City:

Windsor
State:

VT

Zip Code

0508 9

EB-5 Capital lnvestment

$o

Direct and [ndírect Job Creation

0

Jobs Maintained

0

liorm l-924À a4n'i/16 Y PaSclrc



Part 3. Information About the Regional Center (Continued)

ffyes, then identify the name and address
job creation/maintenance associated with

ofeach job creating business,
each job creating business.

as well as the amount of EB-S capital investment and

(l) Business Name: Industry Category Title:

Address (Street Number and Name) City; State Zip Code:

EB-5 Capital [nvestment Direct and f ndirect Job Crearion Jobs lvlaintained

(2) Business Name: f ndustry Category Title:

Address (Street Number and Name): City State: Zip Codet

ÊB-5 Capilðl Investment Direct and lndirect Job Creation Jobs Maintained

4- Provide the total number ofapproved, denied and revoked Form l-526 petitions filed by ËB-s investors making capital
investments sponsored by the regional center. (Note: ffan adverse action was ultimatety reversed and the petition was approved,
then note the câse as approved_)

Form I-526 Petition Final C¡se Actions

Approved

0

Denied

0

Rcvoked

0

Províde the total number ofapproved, denied and revokc<i Form l-829 petítíons filed by EB-5 investors making capital
investments sponsored by the regional center. (Note: ifan adverseaction was ultimately reversed andthe petition was approved,
then note the case as approved.)

Form l-829 Petition Final Case Actions

Approved

0

Denied

0

Revoked

0

NOTE: USCTS may require case-specific data relating to individual EB-5 petítions and the job creation determination and lurther
information regarding the allocation methodologíes utilized by a regional cènter in certain instances in o¡der to verifu the aggregate
data provided above.

Fomr I-9244 04t27116 Y ?as"l ll



Part 4. Applicant Signature Read the information on penalties in the instructions before completing this section. If
someone helped you prepare this petition, he or she must compete Part 5.

I certi$, under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States of America, that this supplemental form and the evidence
submitted with it are all true and correct, I authorize the release of any information from my records that U.S. Citizenship and
Immigration Services needs to determine eligibility for the benefit being sought. I also certiff that I have authority to act on behalf of
the Regional Center.

Part 5. Signature of Person Preparing This Form,If Other Than Above (Sign Below)

I declare that I prepared this form using information provided by someone with authority to act on behalf of the Regional Center, and

the answers and information are those provided by the Regional Center.

Attorney or Representative: In the event of a Request for Evidence (RFE), may the USCIS contact
you by Fax or E-mail? INo n ves

Signature of

/M+
Printed Name of Applicant

Þ*X"f u\ o\ ù.lro r"üo¡¡
Date (mn/ddl¡ryyy)

r/>vf r ø
Daytime Phone Number (Areo/Counlry Codes)

?ð>-çtK-çþL(
E-Mail Address (

P*\. ù^owk^l @.v <rrlrib' 2'v
Relationship to the Regional Center Entity (Manrging Member, Presidentn CEO, etc.)

{rtr L.Q o,\ {l¿at¿s*}""\"\þ

Signature of Preparer Printed Name of Preparer Date (mm/dd/yyyy)

Firm Name and Address

Daytime Phone Number
(Area/Country Codes)

Fax Number (Area./

Country Codes)
E-Mail Address

Forml-9244 04n7n6 V Vaee/|fi-



EXHIBIT F



'V lJraver*
,Accountants & Advísors

)

INDEPENDENT ACCOUNTANTS' REPORT
ON APPLYING AGREED.UPON PROCEÞURES

we have performed the procedures enumerated below, whÍch were agreed to by seldon Technologiee, lnc.,solely to assist you wífh respect to the accounting recorås ;is"H;; Technologie6, lnc. and its affiliates for theperiod from July 1' 2010 through october ts, zotg. rne mãnagement of-seldon Technotogies, lnc. isresponsible for the compâny's accountíng records anà opãiat¡äãä. îr'ir àérã"o-"ö"i p",iedures engagementwas conducted in accordance with attesta-tion standards eitautisne¿ by the-Amer¡ä" ír,litùrc of cerrífied publicAccountants' The sufficiency. of these procedur"" ír 
"ot"ly 

th; o;ponsibility of those parties specified in thereport' consequently, we make no representalion regaroin! itrã ru-rii"i"ncy of the procedures described betoweither for the purpose for which this reiort has been ,ðqrãitã¿ oi r*'"ny other purpose.

To the Management and Board of Directors of:
Seldon Technologies, lnc. and
the General Partner of:
Seldon Glean Water producte (Asia) L.p

Our procedures and findings are as follows:

(2) Funds Transferrsd from SCWp

Procedurcs:

)

(l) Gontributions made into SCWp

Procedures:

' obtain a listing of investments from limíted _partners ("contributions") made into seldon cfean waterProducts (Asia) L.P. ( 99ryp1 since Julv 1,201'a 
"no "onii* 

iüåt eacn invesrment wal oeposited to a bankaccount owned by scwP by agreeing the amount and date of the investment to ttre-ããnesponding deposit,as shown on the appfícable bank stiatãrnent.

Findings:

All indívidual investments from the ten limited partners into seldon clean water products (Asia), L.p. agreed
:tffifflj:sponding 

credit, as shown on the applicabte setdon crean water pt"d;ìJ (A"ia), L.p. bank

a

' obtain detail of funds transferred from scwP to seldon Technologies, lnc. (,,seldon,,) and confirm that eachtransfer out of sc\Â/P, as shown on the corresponding scwP bank statement, is pr.operly supported by acorresponding transfer ínto seldon, as reflected on the Éeldon bank statement.

Fîndings:

' All transfers out from scwP, as shown as a. debit wíthin the applicable scwp bank statement, agreed to acorresponding transfer into the applicabfe Seldon bank accountä tn" same day, 
' -'!

I

I

\eedham

iaunton

Providence

llTKendnckstreet,suiteB00,l'leedham, MA02491r612.969.3300F61/969.3311vrww.thebravergrOup.com



)

(3) Allowablc Expenditures

Procedurcs:

' obtain Business Plan within Private offering Memorandum dated April 21, zolo and summarÞe allowableexpense categories, as listed in that document_

Findings:

' The followíng elPglse categoríes were found within the Business plan within prívate offering Memorandumdated Aprit 21,2010:

a. Start-Up Costs

' Pre-commercialization costs incurred for scale-up activities. including: .t) work-force recruiting, hiringand training, 2) raw material purchases ano proouú assembly; and 3) other scale-up costs.
b. AcquisitiOn of Capitat Equipment, Machinery and Fixtures

' Purchases of machinery, equípment, and reasehord improvements.

c. Leasehold premises Imprcivements and Fít Up Costs

' lmprovements to leased manufacturing facilities, including fit up costs and fees, to facilitate expansionof manufacturíng capacity.

d. Working Capital Requirements of Seldon

. Working capÍtal and inventory.

e. Workíng Capital Fund for Variabte Business Costs

r variable expenses anlicipated to.support the Project. This Fund will provide for additional funds forcosts that are expected but not yet quantified.

(4) Expenditure Support

Procedures:

' obtain detail of seldon expenditures from July 1,2010 through october 1s, zo13 anct select a sample ofexpenditures (minimum 500). Trace amounts ror inã¡vioualãx!Ënoitures to the corresponding invoice, contractandlor other supportíng documentation.

Findings:

' Except for the following, indívidual expenditures selected were supported by a corresponding vendor invoice.

' of 606 items tested,. there were fifteen (15) individual items for which the company,s staff could not locate thesupporting documentation' Thís number represents approx¡mately 2.5o/o of lheselections made"

' The total dollar amount of the items tested was approxímate ly g2-75 million. The total amount of the items forwhich supporting documentation coutd not oe locaidã wälãpdro"ir"t"ty $69,000, or approximatety 2.S% of thetotal dollar amount of items tested.

¡ we found that some. items that were provided to us were originally mísfiled and lísted as exceptions, beforebeing eventually located and provided to us.

(5) Proof of Payment

Procedures:

Agree amount of each expenditure verified in ltem #4 above to the corresponding evidence of payment (checkstub, cancelfed check, or bank statement debit, etc.).

)

a
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Findings:

' Except for the follo'vrring, each expenditure listed in our selections agreed to the supportíng evidence of payment
(check stub, bank statemenl, vendor confirmation of payment, or coçorate' credit-card confirmation otpayment).

' Of the 606 items lested, there were thirty-three (33) indívidual items for which the Company's staff could not
locate the supporting evidence of payment. This ñumber represents approximately S.so/o- ol the selections
made.

¡ The total dollar amount of thê items tested was approximately $Z.IS million. The total amount of the items for
which supporting documentation could not be located was approximately $112,000, orapproximately 4.1o/o oî
the total dollar amount of items tested.

' We found that some items lhat were provided to us were originally misfiled and listed as exceptions, before
being evenlually located and provided to us.

(6) Allowable Expenditurrs

Prccedures:
¡ For each invoice or supportíng documentation examined in ll4 above, list the type of services provided by theapplicable vendor and determine'whether that servíce corresponds to one 

'of the allowaÉle .xp"nditrre
categories as listed in the Business Plan within Private Offering Memorandum dated April 21,2010.

Findings:

' For each expendíture selected and for which supporting documentation was provided, the type of goods or
services provided by the applicable vendor as listed on the supporting documentation, corresponded Io one of
the allowable expenditure categories as listed ín the Business Þlan within Private Offeiing Memorandum OaieJ
Àpn|.21,2010 and summarized above in ltem #3 above.

W9 yvere not engaged to, and did not, conduct an audit, the objective of which would be the expression of an
opínion on the accounting records and operations. Accordingly, we do not express such an opinion. Had weperformed additional procedures, other matters might have corné to our attention ihat would have been råportãO lõyou.

Thís report is intended solely for the information and use of the management and board of directors. of SeldonTechnologies, lnc. and the general partner of Seldon Clean Water Prod'ucts (Asia) L.p. and their legal .ou*ãi¡n
connection wífh the EB-5 Visa Project, and is not intended to be and should not'Oe uéed by anyone othär than those
specífied parties,

)2sra,w(PC

)

Needham, Massachusetts
October 28,20'13
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The Business of Re nnal Drrnamieq lnn

Economic Modelinq Redefined - Source: Regional Dynamics, lnc.



RegionalDXmamics
Synchronicrþ. Simplified.

The Business of Reqional Dvnamics.Inc.
Economic Modeling Redefined

Regional Dynamics is an economic modeling company. We offer the REDYN advanced

economic model by web subscription or batch services to consultants, agencies, firms,
planners, and analysts (users). REDYN runs on the Internet. Subscriptions include
advice to apply and interpret the model. Our model estimates the multi-regional impacts

and year-by-year (dynamic) nonlinear effects on industries, consumers, and governments

from changes in company sales, jobs, wages, or investments; changes in taxes or personal

or govemment spending; or public policy changes such as energy, environment, school,

health, or security measures, The results are called simulation forecasts, or simulations.

Our model is a fundamental re-envisioning of economic theory applied to estimating
rnulti-regional, dynamic effects. It reflects advances in New Economic Geography,
especially gravity theory (regional attraction) and trade flow (regional imports/exports),
based on a new distance impedance database from Oak Ridge National Laboratories that
enables calculating trade flow by commodity by road, rail, water, air, and proxy transport
The breakthrough in design is the commodity production linkage between the trade flow
process and an entity-based data structure for the economy. Entities include industries,
workers, governments, investors, etc., and commodities are the goods they use antl rrtake.

The upshot-users can build and run multiple online custom models on the fly for solid
project analysis. These features make REDYN more flexible, complete, and accessible

than any other modeling process-in a nutshell: No sticker shock; better soluTions.

Because our model runs on the Internet for all 3,100+ US counties, it meets the need for
multi-regional tools usable by state, regional, Federal, and consulting organizations who
share policy or forecasting interests or economic impact interests in the same geographic

areas. The model's fresh, efficient design and its Internet accessibility make it ideal for
supporting long-term collaborative efforts as well as for doing individual studies.

The model also is ideal for studying effects of sequential regional inputs, or generating a

schedule of responses from alarge set of alternative inputs, across a very large number of
counties. Repetitive changes across many regions may be better handled as an offline
batch job following an analytic script rather than as an Internet project. However, the

batch approach has an engagement element as follows: After a user calls us, we accept

and review the user's study information, set up and run the script, then produce and

deliver agreed brief script reports in hard copy or electronic format from the simulation
results. Alternatively, users can subscribe online to their simulation results so they can

create their own simulation-based script reports at will for open-ended multiple studies.

We offer model subscriptions to consultants, but we're not in the consulting business.

We're happy to initiate or partner with consultants if an agency, company, or other group

issues a request for proposals (RFP) to do a study involving economic modeling and

consulting. However, we'd prefer that the consultants do the modeling and produce the

study defined in the RFP, and mention our name and modeling process in the study.

@2005 www.ResionalDvnamics.com kev:1012112005 Page I of I
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How the Resional Dvn Economic Model Works
The REDYN Model in a Nutshell

REDYN is a dynamic, nonlinear, endogenous,Input-Output (I-O), computable general

equilibrium (CGE) economic and demographic forecasting and analysis engine based on the

North American Industrial Classification System (NAICS). REDYN's online model-building
edge excels at providing a uniquely complete and consistent Internet tool to configure and

access plans, policies, events, and risks fully and very rapidly.

The REDYN model reflects advances in New Economic Geography (NEG) for gravity theory

and trade flow to estimate all local and multi-regional hade flow effects by commodity by
distance by transport mode by direction in response to any output or demand changes. It does

not lock each industry into a straight-line industry transport cost within one implied universal

transport distance, mode, and direction between county pairs. In addition, its multi-regional
scope always includes the whole regionalized US economy in every forecast and simulation.

REDYN's breakthrough design links three elements into one core activity: its continuous
make-and-use commodity transformation production function, its NEG trade flows, and its

entity-based data structure for the economy (social accounting matrix). All industries and

entities including labor both use and make one or more commodities (goods and services). All
commodities use appropriate transport modes, or communications mode if non-material.

The REDYN model moves all commodities including labor both within counties and between

all county pairs and the automatic rest-of-US area by five transport modes (road, rail, water,

air, and estimated). It uses I-O transport demand and Cobb-Douglas step-wise adjustments

(equal proportion changes, i.e., constant elasticity of substitution) to assign commodities to

modes, and a detailed Oak Ridge National Laboratory impedance database to account for
accessibility (impedance) by mode, distance, and travel direction by commodity (accounting

for net elevation difference effects) between all origin-destination pairs.

Users can control access (impedance) either at a mode level, or at a commodity-by-mode level
Thc Cobb-Douglas shitt of commodities toward transport mode(s) with increased accessibility
(reduced impedance values) induces changes in delivered prices for all affected commodities

including labor. The industries or entities producing or using the affected commodities then

adjust their ouþut and thus their need for inputs.

The price-driven output and input adjustment process also applies if a user models a non-

transport change or policy, such as an impact, demand, cost, tax, or price scenario. These

changes affect local and remote supply and demand for one or more commodities, and thus

their delivered prices after they pass through the transportation system. To varying degrees,

the process then affects delivered prices, outputs, and inputs for all commodities through the

continuous commodity transformation production function applied by every industry and entity
wherever located. Expressed over time and distance, this ongoing cycle is the essence of
modern CGE-NEG modeling and forecasting defined by REDYN,

02005-2006 lvww.RegionalDvnamics.com Ptev: 01'12l/2006 Page I of7



Operationally, REDYN's multi-processor Internet server carries active regions for over 3,100

counties, 700 industries, 820 occupations, hundreds of commodities, and a 5O-year forecast in a
2-terabyte database, It offers much more power, flexibility, and multi-user access, including
consultant and institutional collaboration, than desktop systems offer.

The REDYN model framework takes the traditional economic concept of the circular flow
diagram absolutely seriously, and discards the artificial primacy given to the idea of factor
inputs to production. The framework views the economy as a comprehensive, continuous
process in which industries and entities convert input commodities into output commodities.
For example, producers or industries clearly do this, as is seen in the classic I-O table structure

based on real-world business behavior.

Labor too can be viewed as an "industry" or entity. It converts consumer goods and servrces

into a wage bill, which is a market commodity behaviorally identical to any other. Similarly,
remittance cohorts, defined as the unemployed as well as all individuals such as retired persons

and others who receive government payments through transfers, can be seen as entities that
convert consumer goods and services into transfet paymonts.

Likewise, governments convert purchases of commodities including industry goods and

services and labor's wage bill into government goods and services that are "purchased"
primarily through tax revenue. Finally, the model includes "investors" to produce financial
capital, "speculators" to produce physical capital, and "land" to anchor each regional economy
with its particular attributes so that the regions do not collapse together as would occur if all
regions had the same basic labor, farm, water, mineral, and infrastructure resources when
multiregional transport costs are considered.

The REDYN model can be visualized as regional entities using, making, and moving
commodities in an organized circular process that captures supply (making goods and

services), demand (using goods and services), and delivered price (costs for making and

moving goods and services) to clear the supply and demand for all commodities in and across

all regions,

The charts on the next five pages summarize the model's operation as follows...

¡ Circular Flow Economic Entity Process
. Commodity Make Table by Entity
o Commodity Use Table by Entity
o Entity Production Function Form by Region
¡ Demographics and Migration
o Economic Model Schematic Summary
o Economic Model Production Function and Commodities by Entity
¡ Economic Model Prices and Trade Flow
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CIRCULAR FLOW ECONOMIC ENTITY PROCESS In & Between All Reeions

USE Commodities:
Demand
(Delivered Price =
ExWorks Price *
Transport Cost)

MAKE Çp{nmodities:
Supply
(ExWorks Price, i.e.,
price at soluce of good
or service)

i

MOVE Coqnodities:
Trade FIow
(Transport Cost by
Commodity, Distance,
Mode, and Direction for
all Regional Pairs)
5 Modes: Road, Rail,
Watcr, Air, Other
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ENTITIES
USE-
Producer Goods&Svcs
Labor (Wage Bill)
Transfr Pmts/Taxes
Govt Goods&Svcs
Fincl Cap (Div-Int-Rent)

Producers Labor Remits Govts Investors Spec Land

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x
x
x

x

x

x
x

x
x x

Phys Cap (Resid, P&E) P&E Res Res P&E Res

Landxxxxx x

Inout Demanded

Entitv PRODUCTION FUNCTION FORM bv Reeion

Outnut fSales) S lied
Dlvrd ExWorks Intl

Price
Land
Residential
Financial
Plant&Equip
Wage Bill
Goods&Svcs

Primary x
2nd x
3rd x
4th x
Others/I4isc x
Scrap x

1.0

x
x
x
x
x

x

DEMOGßAPHICS: Cohort-survival estimation
¡ White, non-Hispanic
o Black, non-Hispanic
o Other, non-Hispanic
o Hispanic
. Male or Female
o Ages 0-1,2-99 by year,l00+ years

MIGRATION: bv economic activitv
a Intrinsic behavior of economic labor's wage bill commodity (historical relationships by

region across wage bill, output, jobs, and people)

Estimate wage bill and ouþut changes, then scale to jobs and people (rational

expectations notion)
Subject to regional constants by cohort (controls for demographic composition)

a

a
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REDYN Economic Model Schematic-SUMMARY
1t21t2006

4 Household Types

4 Government Types

All NAICS lndustries &
2S

Make
n

Price

s
m

Demand

5 Modes

Move (Trade Flow)
NAICS Commodities by

Standard entity production function...
See DETAILED PRODUCTION FUNCïlON

ExWorks & Delivered Prices...
See DETAILED PRICES & TRADE FLOW

ffi
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REDYN Economic Model Schematic-DETAILED ENTITY PRODUGTION FUNCTION
1t21t2006

Standard Make & Use Production Function for All Entities
Entities ... Producers, Labor, Remittance Cohorts, Govts, lnvestors, Speculators
Standard Make & Use Production Function by Entity Group ...

lndustries (Bv NAICS Code): Speculators {Capital Goods Makers: Residential. and Nonres Plant & Equip)

Use Commodites: Land, P&E (lndus only), Financial (Spec only), Labor, Goods&Svcs [Dlvrd Prices]

Make Commodities: Producer lndus (Primary, Others, Misc, Scrap); Spec (Res, P&E) [ExWorks Prices]

Households (Workers; Unemployed & Retired: and Savers)
Use Commodites: Land, Res, Goods&Svcs [Dlvrd Prices]

Make Commodities: Wage Bill, Proprietors lncome, Transf Pmts, Div-lnt-Rent [ËxWorks Prices]

Govts (Fed Mil & Nonmil, and State & Local Educ & Noneduc)
Use Commodites: Land, Transf Pmts/Fees&Taxes, P&E, Labor, Goods&Svcs [Dlvrd Prices]

Make Commodities: Primary, Others, Misc, Scrap [ExWorks Prices]

Commodites
All NAICS Commodities... Suppliod & Demanded ...
Aggregated by Detailed NAICS Commodity Across All Entities by Region

Supplied Cateqories (Make Bv)
Land (Fixed by Region)
Residential (Speculators)
Div-l nt-Rent (Households)
Plant & Equip (Speculators)
Wage Bill& Prop lncome (HH)

Transf Pmt/Fee/Tax (H H/l ndus/Spec)
Pri m arylOthers/M isc/Scrap (Prod ucers & Govts)

Demanded Gateqories iUse Bv)
Land (HH, Govts, lndus, Spec)
Residential Capital (HH)

Financial/D-l-R Capital (Spec)
Plant & Equip Capital (Govts, lndus)
Labor (Govts, lndus, Spec)
Transf Pmts/Fees&Taxes (Govts)
Goods&Svcs (HH, Govts, lndus, Spec)
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REDYN Economic Model Schematic-DETAILED PRICES & TRADE FLOW
1t21t2006
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Details on Prices & Flows ...

Note on Delivered Price
ln any demanding region, the delivered price by commodity is the blend across
the supplying output regions ranked by lowest delivered price to the demanding
region until the total quantity demanded has been met for the demanding region
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Exhibit 3:
REDYN Model Data Sources and Baseline Estimation Process:

Where the REDYN Model Gets Data - Source: Regional Dynamics, lnc.
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REDYN Model Data Sources and Baseline Estimation Process
Where the REDYN Model Gets Data

Regional Dynamics uses several sources to estimate county-level employment and ouþut for
its baseline database. The REDYN model applies the North American Industrial Classification
System (NAICS) at the five-digit detail level (703 industries), and also uses NAICS to identiff
all the goods and services (over 180 commodities) consumed and produced by the detailed

industries. NAICS is used by the US Government to classiff and organize information about

all the various industries making up the US economy, such as retail stores, automobile
manufacturing, insurance fîrms, and so forth. NAICS reports five levels of detail. The two-
digit level aggregates all activity into 24 broad economic industries, and the five-digit level
identifies activity across 703 specific industries.

The primary data sources are the County Business Patterns (CBP) from the Bureau of the

Census, and the Regional Economic Information System (REIS) from the Bureau of Economic

Analysis (BEA). Wage Bill (payroll) data are derived from the same sources and with the

same techniques as the employment data. The CBP reports the total annual payroll for each

NAICS code up to the five-digit level of detail for the US as a whole and for every region,

state, and county. However, total employment data and total payroll data are subject to data

suppressions for privacy. Regional Dynamics developed a sophisticated row-and-column sum

(RAS) analytic system to fill all data suppressions by using all information available in the

CBP series and guaranteeing internal consistency with unsuppressed wage and employment

data. All the furnished and estimated CBP wage bill and employment data are then totaled and

scaled to match the wage bill and employment data reported in the BEA's REIS, which
includes all county and state wage bill data at three-digit NAICS detail and employment data at

two-digit NAICS detail.

The REIS directly provides wage bill and employment data for the government and agriculture

sectors, and also disposable personal income databy county. The REIS county income data

are used to allocate national consumption to counties from the BEA's National Income and

Product Accounts (NIPA).

Annual Input-Output (IO) tables are constructed using BEA IO make-and-use tables, as well as

biennial l0-year IO forecast tables from the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). Make tables

describe all the commodities made by each economic entity, and use tables describe all the

commodities used by each economic entity. The very detailed BEA IO make-and-use tables

are extended year-by-year to match the annual changes in make-and-use composition implied
by the current l0-year BLS IO tables. This generates a detailed annual forecast series of
national IO make-and-use tables.

Each county's wage bill by industry is used to allocate each industry's national output to

counties from the NIPA, and then the regional ouþut by industry is allocated to commodities
based on the national IO make table proportions. This assumes that the commodities produced

by an industry are truly joint in the production process, as dictated by a uniform production
function for all flrrms in each industry based on competitive pressures to diffuse advantages
quickly across all firms in an industry.
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Exhibit 4:
The Reoional Dvnamics conomic Analvsis Model:

What the REDYN Model Does - Source: Regional Dynamics, lnc.
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The Regional Dvnamics Economic Analvsis Model
What the REDYN Model Does

Regional Dynamics offers REDYN, a fundamentally new, web-based, massively multi-
regional, dynamic, nonlinear New Economic Geography analysis engine with a complete
economic database and baseline forecast. After subscribing to the system, users input
online changes by region and year: e.g., jobs, wages, output, income, intermediate demand,

and final consumption, investment, and government demand. REDYN then estimates

detailed, annual, gravity-based trade flows and impacts in all US counties and industries.
The model is a live, online Internet service. It's also available to run batch mode jobs to
process massively multi-regional tasks (3,100+ regions) for automated or scripted work.

The REDYN model applies a fresh I-O methodology based on very detailed make-and-use

tables with social accounting matrix features for all entities, a comprehensive commodity
production transformation function, and impedance-based commodity trade flows by five
transport modes. Oak Ridge National Laboratories developed the impedance measuÍes.

The model automatically includes an explicit extra region for all US counties outside any

given simulation to identifu the full US ouþut and trade flow response. The model also

automatically seeks the suppliers of suppliers to find the complete US supply chain
response by region and industry in any simulation.

REDYN excels at offering a uniquely complete and consistent model-building edge that no

other modeling process can replicate for conf,rguring and assessing plans, events, and risks
fully and rapidly across regions and years.

Here's how it works. At run time, users apply their subscribed resources as an online tool
kit to build and run custom models at will. This design flexibility lets users quickly build
models scaled correctly for any studies, event analysis, overlapping or alternative analytic
perspectives, or backcast analysis.

The REDYN model estimates employment, output, wages, occupations, income, gross

product, demand, self-supply, trade flow, etc. Within a user's subscription, the model
generates year-by-year reports by county and year, for all subscribed counties, or for any

aggregation into user-defined areas for each study, For easy regional comparison at no

extra cost, each report focuses on one concept fiobs, output, wages, and so forth) arranged

by region by year on a sheet in a spreadsheet book. Users then can apply full spreadsheet

tools for sorting and charting. Online and phone support are included.

The model is available to all users across agency levels. Clients can offer access to other
users through user-group web pages with discounts or rebates based on the size of the

client's subscription. Clients subscribe to a regional area (one or more counties, states, or
groups); to 703 industries (North American Industrial Classification System); and to an

analytic type (I-O only, or equilibrium and I-O). The client sets the number and identity of
its subscribing users; one user is free. Subsequently added users including consultants or
staff can be managed by one or more additional users on an incremental fee basis.
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Exhibit 5:
Feature Comparison - Major Commercial Economic Models

Source: Regional Dynamics, lnc.
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Feature Comparison - Major Commercial Economic Models

Feature REDYN REMI IMPLAN RIMS Notes

Access/Subscription Internet/Yes Desktop CDA{o Desktop CDAtro Desktop CDAtro l*
Process to Deliver
Custom Study Models

Immediate at user
run time, any time

Queue, batch, +
mail or overnight

Batch + mail or
ovemieht

Batch + mail or
overnight

,*

# of Custom Area
Studv Models per User

Build any custom
models as needed

One (1) model per
client

Alternative single
regions only

Altemative single
resions onlv

3*

Fee for User-defined
Custom Study Models

None within
subscription

Non-trivial fees for
more models

None, but I
resion onlv

None, but I region
only

4*

Dynamic Forecast Yes (50 years) Yes (to 2050) No No 5

Nonlinear Forecast Yes Minimal nla nla 6

Active Multi-regions 3,100+ 80* maximum None None 7

Automatic MRUS Yes No nla nJa 8*

Impedance Database Yes No No No 9x

# of Transportation
Modes (Trade Flow)

5 (road/ruiVairl
water/special)

None None None 10*

Last Historv Year Las Soon: 6-7 months 2* years 2 years 90-180 davs 11*

Industry Detail NAICS 5 (703) REMI3 (169) NArCS 2-5 (s09) NAICS (473) 12

Commodity Detail and
Classification Type

NAICS /180+
non-agr commods

None SIC /528
commods incl agr

None 13*

Std Occup Code Detail 820+ /SOC 6-dieit 90+ /std; 820+ /fee None None t4

IO Tables Make & Use Industry only Make & Use Industry only 15

Integrated IO-SAM Yes No Partial No 16*

Waee Bill & Empl CBP & REIS CBP & REIS CBP & REIS REIS only l7
Suppression Fill for
Waee Bill & Empl

NAICS 5-digit
RAS process

NAICS 4-digit
statistical process

Yes, but not
exhaustive

nla t8

Disposable Income
incl Commuters

REIS direct & Res
Adi[TW/eraviry

REIS directly &
Res Adi/JTW

REIS directly &
Res Adi/JTW

No data access l9*

Countv Consumption REIS & NIPA REIS &NIPA REIS & NIPA No data access 20*

County Output Wases & NIPA Wases & NIPA Wases &NIPA No data access 27*

County Output by
Commodity

Output & detailed
IO Make Table

None Ouþut & IO
Make Table

None 22

Demographics/I4igr Yes/rational migr Yes/adaptive migr No No 23*

24Business Cycle Yale-Fair-Parke U. Mich.-RSQE nla nla

BEA IO Forecast Yes No No No t<*

Multi-regional Search
for All Suppliers

Search process by
resion for fulI US

Search step only
for client's regions

Search step only
for one region

nla 26*

Analytics CGE and IO CGE and IO IO only Multipliers onlv 27

Jobs+Waees+Output Blended handling Double count input Double counts Double counts 28

Backcastins Plan 1998 in2006 No No n/a 29*

SubcounW Regions Plan for 2006 Yes (manual) By ZIP Code No 30

Production Function
Includes All Supply,
Demand, Trade Flow

Inclusive function
for IO and CGE
orocessing

Non-inclusive
function needs post
process equations

No endogenous
gravity-based
trade flow

nla 31*

Displacement Effect Allocated or Prop Allocated only No No 32*

Induced Investment Yes Yes No nla 33

Fiscal Effects Yes (standalone) Yes (intesrated) No No 34

Display Data Results Multi-regional Region by region One region One region 35*

Consultant/Other User Incremental fee Non-trivial fees Full price fee No added fee 36*
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*/ Line Notes for ['eafrrres:

l-4: REDYN subscribers subscribe to a pool of regions from which to build custom run time models at will.

8: The REDYN model automatically creates and reports on an active extra region for the rest-of-US outside the

region(s) being modeled. This allows results for the selected region(s) to reflect endogenous trade flow, supply

ohain, and other demand effects stemming from the whole multi-region US (MRUS) model.

9, 10, 1.3: REDYN's New Economic Geography (NEG) engine applies a complete database of impedance

-easureì by transport mode developed by Oak Ridge National Laboratories. Unlike straight-line measures,

impedance can differ between regions with the mode and with the direction of travel, and trade flows can be

estimated by commodity by mode. ORNL's database also enables REDYN's equilibrium model to estimate

economic effects from transportation network models, and to estimate freight system effects on the economy

due to commodity volume changes or transport mode capacity changes in county transportation networks.

I l: The REDYN model uses available CBP and REIS county values to allocate current US wage bill and

employment data to populate counties with apportioned detail numbers. Initial data from 2001; soon 2005.

16: The REDYN commodity make-and-use Input-Output tables use a Social Accounting Matrix to capture

every economic entity type. Entities include producers (industries), employed labor (occupations), remittance

cohorts (unemployed labor, retirees), governments, investors, and speculators. Commodities include producer

commodities, labor occupations, transfer payments, government goods, financial capital, and physical capital.

19-21: The impeclance database (note 9 ahove) enables REDYN to separate the process for populating the

database from processes for estimating a gravity model's effective distance parameters. REDYN can use

gravity analysis on commuter Journey-to-Work to estimate occupations and income levels by residence.

23: lntrinsic rational expectations induce migration from economic activity subject to cohort regional constants.

25: The REDYN model extends the very detailed BEA IO make-and-use tables year-by-year to match the

annual changes in make-and-use composition implied by the l0-year BLS IO tables. This generates a detailed

annual forecast series ofnational IO make-and-use tables.

26: The REDYN model applies the detailed national IO use tables to estimate a complete US multi-regional
supply response to indirect and induced demand, and to exogenous final demand, in a search cycle which looks

for the suppliers of suppliers across all US industries by every US region until the process cuts off.

29: The REDYN model will use 2001-2002 county values to allocate 1998-2000 US NAICS data to counties.

31: The inclusive REDYN commodity transformation production function captures all production and NEG
gravity relationships - there is no need for post-process adjustment equations. Detailed industries and other

entities by region by year transform input commodities into ouþut commodities using a robust, nonlinear,

dynamic, parumeterized, endogenous, iterative production function in a continuous process that fully includes

intermediate and factor inputs, final demand, jobs and output, and endogenous gravity trade flows.

32: Displacement is sales crowding out; REDYN allows supply-source allocation or equal proportion crowding.

35: The REDYN report suite automatically includes a comparative regional display format as an embedded

feature at no extra cost. Results are generated as sheets in a spreadsheet book with full sorting, charting,

scaling, and pivot capabilities.

36: Subscribers can offer access to other users (e.g., mixed state/local agencies, partners, clients, etc.) through

user-group web pages with discounts or rebates up to 50% based on the size of the master subscription-and
subscribers and other users can add staff or consultants by one or more new users on an incremental fee basis.
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

BETWEEN

STATE OF VERMONT
AGENCY OF COMMERCE AND COMMUNITY DEVETOPMENT

AND

STATE OF VERMONT
DEPARTMENT OF FINANCIAL REGULATION

This Memorandum of Understanding ["Agreement"J is made and entered into on
December 22,20L4, by and between:

State of Vermont Agency of Commerce and Community Development,
and its successors and assigns ("ACCD"), and

State of Vermont Department of Financial Regulation, and its
successors and assigns ("DFR").

WHEREAS

ACCD, a governmental unit of the State of Vermont, is charged with enhancing the
Vermont business climate; marketing Vermont to businesses and individuals; and
facilitating, promoting, and creating business opportunities wÍthin Vermont to
contribute to the economic viability and growth of the state;

DFR, a governmental unit of the State of Vermont, is statutorily charged with
supervising organizations that offer financial services and products to ensure the
solvency, liquidity, stability and efficiency of all such organizations; protecting
consumers against certain unfair and unlawful business practices; promoting
reasonable and orderly competition; encouraging the development, expansion and
availability of financial services and products advantageous to the public welfare;
and maintaining close cooperation with other supervisory authorities ["DFR's
Mission");

ACCD is an approved and designated Regional Center recognized by the U.S.

Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

["USCIS") in accordance with the Immigrant Investor Pilot Program pursuant to
section 203[b](5) of the Immigration and Nationality Act, as amended, the
Departments of Commerce, f ustice and State, the fudiciary, and Related Agencies
Appropriations Act of L993, Pub. L. No. 102-395, section 610, as amended, and all
applicable regulations promulgated thereunder, [collectiveiy, the "Pilot Program
law");
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Initial designation as a Regional Centerwas made in a letter dated fune 26, 1997,to
Howard Dean, M.D., Governor of the State of Verrnont from legacy U.S. lmmigration
and Naturalization Service flNS), informing him of the ACCD's designation as a
Regional Center; reaffirmation of ACCD's Regional Center was given by USCIS in a

letter dated June 11., 2007 to Kevin L. Dorn, secretary of ACCD; and the ACCD

Regional Center designation was amended and approved for EB-5 investment across

a wider range of business sectors by USCIS in a letter dated October 6,2009 to Kevin

L. Dorn, secretary ofACCD;

As a USCIS approved and designated Regional Center within the Immigrant Investor
Pilot Program, ACCD is responsible for: (i) act'ively marketing and promoting the

Regional Center as an a[tractive option for development and foreign investment

["Marketing Activities"); [ii) approving developments that appty for designation as a

Regional Center project ("Proiect Approval"); and (iii) on-going monitoring of
approved Regional Center proiects to assure compliance with USCIS EB-5

regulations, U.S. immigration laws and regulations and federal and state securities

laws ["On-GoLng Compliance");

ACCD has the personnel, capacity and expertise to effectively carry out the

Marketing Activities, and beiieves the Regional Center would benefit operationally,
and obtain a competitive advantage by enlisting the assistance of personnel,

capacity and expertise of DFR to carry out the Project Approval and On-Going

Compliance func[ions;

DFR has agreed to assist ACCD in carrying out the Project Approval and On-Going

Compliance functions as these functions are within DI"R's Mission and DFR has the

available resources to effectively carry out these functions; and

NOW, THËREFORE, in consideration of the mutual agreements, and

representations set forth herein, the parties agree as foìlows:

Belêtionship with tJSCIS.

a. ACCD shall retain all rcporting responsibilities i,vith USCIS including: (i)

remaining the principle point of contact rvith USCIIS on all Regional

Center matters: and (ii) maintaining responsibility lor the annual

completion and Frling of the Form l-9244.

b. ACCD Secretary shall remain a Principal Representative and DFR

Commissioner shall be addetl as a Principal Representative'

ACCD General Counsel and EB-5 Regional Center l)irector shall remain

the Principal Aclmini strators.
c
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d. DFR shall cooperate in assisting ACCD with fulfilling its USCIS reporting

obligations by providing or obtaining information within its control'

2. Marketins Activities.

a. .ACCD shall conduct all Marketing Activities and fulfill any USCIS

requirements pertaining to the promotion of the Regional Center.

b. DIìR shall assist ACCD with lVlarketing Activities when requested and if
fèasible.

Any marketing materials that describe DFR and/or DFR's ltegional Center

functions shall be approved by both ACCD and DFR prior to

dissemination.

3. Project Approval.

a. Upon learning of a prospective Regional Cenler project, ACCD shall

prornptly inf'orm DFR and as soon as practical obtain a cornpleted

preliminary due diligence questionnaire (to be provided by DFR) from the

principals of the prospective Regional Center project'

b. ACCD shall promptly fbrn'ard all materials related to a project seeking

Regional center approval to DFR for review and consideration.

c. DF-R shall review the application t'or compliance with USCIS EB-s

regulations, U.S. immigration laws and regulations and f'ecleral and state

securities laws and make a final determination to approve or deny the

application.

d. If an application is approved, than ACCD and DFR shall work with the

project:s principals to develop a memorandum of understanding that will
gou".n th-e parties' rclationship through completion of the project (the

"Project MOU")'

4. Q¡-rÇoins Compliance.

a. DFR shall be responsible for conducting On-Going Compliance of an

approved project. Such On-Going Compliance shall include, but not be

limited to:

i. Quarterly visits to project sites to monitor and verify the

representations madc by the project's principals regarding the

cleveloPrnent;

c.
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ii. On-going monitoring of Project to ensure compliance with MOU
covenants;

iii. Regularly scheduled meetings with project principals regarding
updating on the progress of the development;

iv. Compiling the name, date of birth, petition receipt number, and

alien registration number (if one has been assigned by TJSCIS) of
each principal alien investor who has made an investment and has

filed an I-526 Petition with tJSClS, specifying whether: (i) the
petition was filed; (ii) approved, (iii) denied; or (iv) withdrawn by
the petitioner, together with the date(s) of such event(s);

Compiling the total number of visas represented in each case for
the participating principal alien investor identifìed, plus his/her
dependents (spouse and children) for whom immigrant status is
sought or has been granted;

VI Compiling the country of nationality of each alien investor who
has made an investment and tìled an I-526 petition with USCIS;

vii. Compiling the U.S. city and state ol residence (or intended
residence) of each alien investor who has made an investment and

filed an I-526 petition with USCIS;

viii. Compiling the ttrllowing information for each alien investor: (i) the

ctatc(s) of deposit(s) into escrow; (ii) date(s) of investment(s) in the

commercial enterprise; (iii) the amount(s) of investment(s) in the

commcrcial enterprise; and (iv) the date(s), nature, and amount(s)
ol- any payment/remunerationy'profit/retum on investment made to
alien investors by the new commercial enterpdse and/or project

from when the invcstment rvas initiated to the present;

1X Compiling a list of each of the target industry categories of
business activity within the Vermont IIB-5 Regional Center that

have received alien investors' capital. and in what aggregate

amounts;

X Compiling a list of eash of' the target industry categories of
busincss activity within the geographic boundaries of the Vemiont
EB-5 Regional Ccnter that have received non-Ets-S dorneslic
capital that has been cornbined and invested together, specifying
the separate aggregate amounts oi dtlmestic investment capital;

Compiling the following information fbr the total investor capital
(alien and donrestic). identifying: (i) the name and address of each
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'odirect" job creating commercial enterprise; (ii) the industry
category for each indirect job creating investment activity;

xii. Compiling the total aggregate number of approved EB-5 alien
investor I-526 petitions per each federal fiscal year to date made
through the Vermont EB-5 Regional Center;

xiii. Compiling the total aggregate number of approved EB-5 alien
investor I-829 petitions per each federal fiscal year to date through
the Vermont EB-5 Regional Center; and

xiv. Compiling the total aggregate sum of EB-5 alien capital invested
through Regional Center for each federal {iscal year to date since
your inception.

5. Communication between ACCD and DFR.

a. ACCD and DFR agree to conduct meetings, either in person or by
telephone/teleconfèrence, not less frequently than every three months
commencing on the Effèctive Date ("Ouarterly Meetinss").

b. ACCD and DFR agree to promptly inform the other if one has knowledge
of a material change to a project application, and/or suspicious activity.
potential or actual securities violation(s), or fraud specific to a project or
any activities related to the Regional Center.

o. DFR shall employ best efforts to inform ACCD of the time and date of the
project quarterly visits and ACCD may attend DFR scheduled qr.rarterly
visits if it so chooses.

6. Investor Relations and Forfnal Complaints.

a. ACCD shall be responsible for fìelding and responding to inquiries from
investors or prospective investors or their respective attomeys.

b. DFR shall provide ACCD with a complaint form that investors may use to
lodge a tbrmal complaint against a project or its principals.

c. Upon receiving a completed formal complaint. ACCD shall promptly
forward the complaint to DFR.

d. DFR shall be solely responsible for investigating the complaint's
allegations and detetmining whether such allegations warrant the filing of
administrative or civil charges and/or referral of the matter to another
regulatory or law- enforcelnent agency.
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7. Revoking a Project's Regional Center Desiqnation.

a. DFR shall make the final determination, after required notice to the project
and discussion with ACCD, as to whether a project's MOU should be
revoked due to non-compliance with the Project MOU, USCIS EB-5
regulations, U.S. immigration laws and regulations and federal and state

securities laws.

8. Communication hetween mecl nrrilelc end ÂCCf) ¡nd T)trR

a. If ACCD or DFR receives a request f-or comment or information from a

media outlct regarding the operations of the Regional Center, the party
receiving such a request shall confer with the other party bef-ore providing
comment or infotmation.

b. If ACCD or DFR receives an interview request from a media outlet
regarding the operations of'the Regional Center, a representative from
both ACCD and DFR shall participate, if possible.

9. Fees ancl Cost of the Reqional Center.

ACCD and DFR shall develop a fee schedule that is due fiom a Regional

Center project to ofßet the costs of the Regional Center; such fee schedule

shall balance the competitiveness of the EB-5 plogmm with the financiaì
burden of operating the Regional Center; such fee schedule shall be re-

examined by ACCD and DFR on the anniversary of the Effective Date.

b. DF-R shall be solely responsible for the expense of DFR Regional Center
personnel, both current and to-be-hired, charged with carrying out Project

Approval and On-Coing Compliance fìrnctions commencing on the

Eflective Date through fìscal year 2016.

c. DFR's reasonable travel, third party veuder and third party professional

expenses relating to the operation of the Regional Center shall be

reimbursed by ACCD through Rcgional Center fees.

d. Notice fìling fees due to DFR under state and federal securities laws shall

bc separate and apart lrom EB-5 i-ee schedule and DFR shall retain all
such fees.

10. Approval by USCIS

a. ACCD shall use its best eflorts to have this Agreement approved by

USCIS and effcctuate any necessary amendments to the current Regional

Center clesignation.

a.
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b. DFR shall cooperate with ACCD to obtain USCIS approval and effectuate
the necessary Regional Center designation amendments.

Effectiveness of this Agreement is subject to and conditioned upon
approval by USCIS (the "Effective Date").

1 1. Miscellaneous

a. Immieration . Filings. DFR shall not have any obligations or
responsibilities as to l-526, I-829, l-924, I-924A, G-28 or other USCIS
required filings.

b. Regulatorv & La*' Enf-orcement Communications. Communications with
another reguiatory or larv enforcement agency shall be fìelded by DFR.
DFR shall update ACCD Principal Representative and Principal
Administrators unless otherwise prohibited by law.

Term. This Agreement in its present ftrrm or as modified shall be effective
as of the Effective Date and shall remain in effect f'or two years. This
Agreement may be cxtended by the mutual written agreement of the

parties. Prior to the expiration of the agreement the parties shall meet to
negotiate and execute a successor agreement. In the event a successor
agreement is not in place when this agreement is due to expire, this
agreement will remain in effect until a successor agreement is concluded.

d. Modification. During the term of the Agreement, either party that is a

signatory to this Agreement may submit a written request to amend or
modify this memorandum. When such a request is macle, the parties shall
meet without urinecessary delay to consider the proposed amendment.

e. Change in Law. Any provision in this Agrecment may be rendered null
and void by changes in federal or state law that prevent either or both
parties from fulfìlling the terms of the agreement. If this circumstance
should arise, each party agrees to promptly notity the other party.

f. Choice of Law. fhis Asreement sliall be govemed b1' and interpreted in
accorclance rvith tlie lar.vs of the State olVermont.

IRemainder oJ'Page Intentionally LeJt BlankJ

c

c
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The parties have executed this Agreement in duplicate originals as of the date of
their signatures affixed below.

State of Vermont
Agency of Commerce and CommunitY
Development

Dated: I
I'1,/,/r

Patricia Moulton, Secretary

State of Vermont
Department of Financial Regulation

Dated: / 2 /t*

&
san L. Donegan, C ner
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QUARTERLY COMPLIANCE QUESTIONNAIRE

Please respond to the following inquiries and supply all accompanying documentation and information as

necessary. Limit responses to the preceding calendar quarter, thus there is no need to resend unchanged
information, Also, any documentation supporting a summary document must include the source of the
summarized information, which must be available upon request. Finally, any documents requiring signatures
must be fully executed.

Investor Information

L Description of all relevant efforts to promote investment in EB-5 project

2. Investors
a. The total number of investors

b. Status of each investor's capital (i.e. in escrow, transfemed from escrow to limited partner, etc.)

3. Information related to each investor including:
a, Name;

b, Date of Birth;

c. Country of Nationality;

d. The U.S. city and State of residence, or intended residency;

e. The receipt number of alll-526 or I-829 Alien Entrepreneur Petition ("I-526 Petition");

f. Alien registration number (if applicable);

g. Status of alll-526 andl-829 Petitions in connection with EB-5 project (such as: "in preparation,"
"filed with USCIS," "approved by USCIS," "denied by USCIS," "filed with the USCIS office of
Administrative Appeals," etc.);

h. Total number of visas represented per investor;

i, Date(s) of investment to EB-5 project;

j. Amount of investment in EB-5 project;

k. The date(s), nature and amount of any payment, remuneration, profit, or return on investment made to
the alien investor by the EB-5 Project;

L Total EB-5 and non-EB-S investor capital (alien and domestic) including name and address of each

"direct" job creating commercial enterprise

4. All Requests for Evidence ("RFE"¡ received from USCIS and any corresponding RFE responses from the
project entity or relevant investor

5. Copies of subscription agreements related to the sale of securities associated with the EB-5 project

I
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6. Any updated or new marketing materials and marketing information used to carry out the EB-5 project

Financial Information

7 . Y ear to date escrow and administrative fee account statements

8. Names of financial institutions and account numbers where operating accounts are located

9. Current chart ofaccounts

10. Trial balances

I l. Financial Statements consisting of balance sheets and profit and loss statements

12. Cash flow statement

13. Any off balance sheet liabilities

14. Amount and adequacy of reserves for litigation, taxes, environmental liabilities, and other contingent
liabilities

l5. All appropriate tax returns

Other

16. Accounting of all fees received and paid, and source of payment, to or from a promoter, finder, broker-
dealer, or other third parfy entity used to locate individual investors

17. List of all project vendors, including all invoices and payment history

18. Detailed evidence of the progress made towards the completion of each capital investment project

19. Evidence and documentation of any material changes or updates to planned project timeline or execution of
the project

20. A list of any pending or active material litigation or bankruptcy proceedings, including any disputes with the
IRS or other tax authorities

21. An accounting ofjobs, including payroll records where appropriate

22. Any material encumbrances or securify interests placed against the assets or cash flow of any EB-5 project
entity or its properties

23. Any additional, or not previously disclosed, parties associated with the EB-5 project

24. Any changes in names, titles, job duties, or percentage of time spent on project related duties of key
personnel for all entities directly related to the furtherance of the EB-5 project.

25. Any other information the Vermont Regional Center may require
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